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Abstract
Energy efficiency is crucial for ad hoc networks because of limited energy stored in the
battery. Recharging the nodes frequently is sometimes not possible. Therefore, proper
energy utilization is paramount. One possible solution of increasing energy efficiency is
to optimize the transmitted packet size. But, we claim that only optimal packet size
can not boost the energy efficiency in the noisy channel due to high packet loss rate
and overhead. Hence, to reduce the overhead size and packet loss, compression and For-
ward Error Correction (FEC) code are used as remedy. However, every method has its
own cost. For compression and FEC, the costs are computation energy cost and extra
processing time. Therefore, to estimate the energy-optimize packet size with FEC or
compression, processing energy cost and delay need to be considered for precise estima-
tion. Otherwise, for delay sensitive real time applications (such as: VoIP, multimedia)
over ad hoc network, energy efficient optimal packet size can be overestimated.
We will investigate without degrading the Quality of Service (QoS) with these two dif-
ferent techniques FEC and compression, how much energy efficiency can be achieved by
using the energy efficient optimal packet size for different scenarios such as: single hop,
multi-hop, multiple source congested network etc. This thesis also shows the impact of
time variable channel, packet fragmentation, packet collision on the optimal packet size
and energy efficiency.
Our results show that, for larger packets, error correction improves the energy efficiency
in multi-hop networks only for delay tolerant applications. Whereas for smaller packets,
compression is more energy efficient most of the cases. For real-time application like VoIP
the scope of increasing the energy efficiency by optimizing packet after maintaining all
the constraints is very limited. However, it is shown that, in many cases, optimal packet
size improves energy efficiency significantly and also reduces the overall packet loss.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Information Communication Technology (ICT) sectors of the whole world consumes
almost 3%-8% energy of the total global energy consumption [HVPD09, FZ08, PVD+08].
With the rapid development in the ICT sectors the users are growing very fast and as a
consequence the energy need in the ICT sectors is also increasing [VVHC+10, Web08].
Since, the energy consumption is the main cause of global CO2 emissions, the increasing
energy need raise the CO2 emission level [VVHC+10, Par11, KDR+12]. Among the
whole energy consumption globally for the ICT sectors about 50% of the total energy
used in the ICT sector is consumed by the wireless access equipments [Sch10, LPV+08].
For this reason, one of the major concern of the wireless network providers and operators
are to reduce the energy cost and CO2 emissions. The greener technologies and methods
for the wireless networks are getting higher priority to improve efficiency. The energy
consumption estimation to minimise the wireless network energy cost become highly
demand-able research area. This thesis is about the energy efficient packet size estimation
for the wireless ad hoc network.
1
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1.1 Motivation
Nowadays, wireless networks have been achieved drastic popularity as an ad hoc net-
work [AWSC02, PP00]. Ad hoc network is a kind of Wireless Local Area Network
(WLAN) that can be formed with different technologies such as: zigbee, bluetooth,
WiFi etc. It is more flexible than traditional wireless networks and provides lots of extra
facilities such as: low-cost, self configuring and required little power to operate. The
nodes are capable of communicating over infrastructure-less environment. The routing
path can be reconfigured dynamically. The nodes can act like a router to forward the
data to the destination by adopting multi-hop route.
Recently, ad hoc networks have been emerged as a promising prospect with a wide
range of potential applications, such as: environment monitoring, wildlife habitat mon-
itoring, vehicular object tracking, health care patient monitoring, security surveillance
etc [WHE02, AKK04, LPV+08, YK10]. Moreover, ad hoc networks can be implemented
as a temporary network for disaster recovery or collaboration between the team members
to communicate in an infrastructure-less environment during emergency.
In spite of having many advantages of ad hoc networks, still there are lots of problems
to resolve [MFAJC13, San12] to implement the network in real-time. Ad hoc nodes are
highly resource constrained (e.g. limited battery, small memory, short transmission
range, computational complexity etc). They are often affected by interference, packet
loss, security threats and many other problems. But one of the crucial part of design
and implementation of ad hoc network for longer service time is energy efficiency[HCB00,
PFSK08]. Because one of the main reason is Wireless Network Interface Cards (WNIC)
are notorious for quickly depleting energy supplies whereas the nodes are equipped with
limited battery energy. Hence, during the data communication the nodes run out of
energy very quickly. One simple solution could be having high capacity batteries. But
unfortunately the battery technology has not been improved compared with the growing
need of ad hoc applications. Another reason is since it is a cheap technology there is not
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enough concern about the energy consumption. Therefore, proper energy utilization is
paramount and extensive research is still needed to improve the energy efficiency for ad
hoc networks.
1.2 Research Background
It is already stated that the WNIC consumes the maximum amount of energy of ad hoc
devices for the data transmission and reception. In many research papers it has been
proposed to turn off/on (sleep/wakeup) WNIC to save energy [NG10, CSE04, CHXHH09,
Joh04, GPSN06, SBYG11]. The main strategy is to keep the most power consuming
components WNIC card in sleep mode as much time as possible to save energy. Thus
the energy consumption by the WNIC will be less during the idle period. But it is
difficult to predict when exactly the node has to wake up to receive packets. To tackle
this problem some other solution has been proposed [NG10, ACW+07, LDL10, PFSK08].
Including the WNIC active/sleep scheduling engineering, extensive literature has been
published on how to improve the energy efficiency for ad hoc networks [CM99, CLL05,
SSHI+01, WHE02, NG10, SAM03, WhZhYp07, JGS02, JXA04] in different layers of the
protocol stack. These energy efficient protocols and methods can be categorised mainly in
to four areas: energy efficient application layer protocols [TDV08], energy efficient rout-
ing protocols [HCB00, AKK04], energy efficient scheduling protocols [WHE02, NG10],
and energy efficient physical layer protocols [SSHI+01]. Different protocols have been
adopted different techniques and some methods have improved the energy efficiency im-
pressively. However, every technique and methods have their own pros and cons.
We are particularly interested in a distinct approach packet size optimization to
increase the energy efficiency for the ad hoc network [DSSY07, VA08, YF09, YK10,
Dom11, BPPS10]. The cost of energy per bit is estimated in [LS98, VA08, XJA05] for
different packet sizes. In [LS98] it is showed that by optimizing packet size at least
50% power can be saved. Since, packet is a small unit of data for communication, our
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presumption is, if energy efficiency can be improved by packet size optimization then
significant energy gain can be possible.
Packet size can be optimized for various technologies such as: Zigbee, WiFi or blue-
tooth etc [VA08, YF09]. We are particularly interested in IEEE 802.11 standard (de-
tails in chapter 6) which is mostly known as WiFi Network. Currently for different
technologies there are Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU) threshold sizes [IEE99, Wir07]
which defines the maximum transferable bytes in one packet. Whenever the transmitted
packet size become bigger than the threshold size the packet is split into multiple pack-
ets. Otherwise the packet size is determined according to the payload generated from
the application layer.
The payload is added with the headers and trailers of other layers. Hence, to obtain
an optimal size, either packets needs to split or aggregate to achieve the specific size. For
smaller packet size that is less than the optimal, whole packet becomes an accumulated
optimal packet which is formed by multiple small payloads. Whereas a packet size larger
than optimal is chopped off into multiple packets. If payload size is not multiple of the
optimal packet size the accumulator waits for a certain time and then send it through
the MAC layer [WXC+10].
That means, optimal packet size acts like a MTU size (see chapter 2 for details).
MTU size can be changed manually by using ifconfig command (e.g. Unix machine). It
changes the frame length of the link layer directly. One problem of this approach is if
TCP application is used, it would need to restart the TCP connection multiple times
for dynamic optimal packet size [LS98]. Hence, UDP connection is preferred for packet
size optimization [LS98, VA08, YF09]. Another way of defining the packet size is to set
the packet size in transport layer. The IP packet will be fragmented and chopped of
according to the defined size and then reassembled in the received end. However, the
problem of this method is if only one IP fragment is lost or corrupted whole frame is
considered as error packet. Most upper layer application layer packet size optimization
has been proposed in [WXC+10]. In this approach there is algorithm to define the
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optimal payload size in the application layer. In our research application layer packet
size optimization is followed.
During the transmission or reception of a packet, large portion is only wasted for
the data administration purpose for the headers and trailers. Since, header and trailers
are fixed in size for particular OSI layer, larger frames become more efficient. How-
ever, larger packets are more error prone in the noisy channel. The optimal packet size
can make a balance between packet overhead, packet loss, and thus energy efficiency
increases [VA08, YF09]. The optimized packet can reduce the wastage and minimise the
energy consumption. But the wireless radio is dictated by various parameters. Hence,
optimized packet size can be changed according to different conditions such as: chan-
nel noise, network topology scenario, network environment, number of hops or number
of sources etc. Therefore, packet size optimization is not straight forward. Many re-
search paper has been published on how to optimize the packet size considering different
parameters for different scenarios [BPPS12, VA08, JA11a, JA11b, LMIS12, CG06].
1.3 State of the Art
The relationship between the nodes distance, channel noise with the packet size has been
explored in [JA11b]. The same authors of [JA11b] has been proposed an algorithm to
adopt the optimal packet size from a list of packet size look up table which are obtained
from theoretical analysis in [JA11a]. However, the problem of [JA11a] and [JA11b]
are the multiple source or multi-hop topology is not being considered. It is mentioned
in [JA11b] that for the data transmission scheduling for the multiple source CSMA
protocol has been applied. But how the channel condition and optimal packet size
interact with the scheduling is not being analyzed.
Application oriented packet size optimization has been done in [Dom11, LQK+12]. In
these two papers the optimal packet sizes are estimated for the wearable sensor devices
for the body sensor networks. The sensors nodes are scattered throughout the body to
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collect the patient information. The gateway nodes collect all the information, forward
it to the monitoring station and can be accessible via internet. But synchronization
between the nodes, how the aggregator node collects data, data forwarding schemes are
not mentioned clearly in [Dom11]. On contrary more realistic approach has been given
in [LQK+12]. In this paper [LQK+12] the sensor nodes (Zigbee) collect the information
from the patient body. A WiFi node pull the data from the sensor nodes by using TDMA
or CSMA data scheduling protocol and aggregates the collected information. The WiFi
aggregator node estimates the energy efficient optimal packet size based on the packet
delivery ratio and request the Zigbee nodes to adopt the optimal packet size.
In [VA08, YF09] an optimization framework has been designed to estimate the opti-
mal packet size considering multi-hop routing, error correction, packet collision for mul-
tiple source etc. Hence, these two paper [VA08, YF09] have covered most of the essential
scenarios of ad hoc networks for packet size optimization. However, in [YF09] the packet
size is optimized specially for the Zigbee technology for the tiny sensor nodes whereas
the [VA08] is for the WiFi network. The [VA08] is criticised for not considering the
interference for densely populated network and this drawback is recovered in [BPPS12].
Specifically the energy efficient optimal packet size is estimated for the underwater sensor
networks in [BPPS12]. The impact of the optimal packet size on two different schedul-
ing protocol is investigated for underwater ad hoc communication. The energy efficiency,
latency and deployment area has been considered to estimate the optimal packet size.
Moreover, collision and multiple hops are also taken into consideration.
From the above literature review one thing is clearly stated that packet size can be
optimized for different ad hoc networking scenarios. Whenever the network scenario
changes, the optimal packet size also changes accordingly. That means the optimal
packet size needs to be dynamic to achieve maximum efficiency in different situation.
Very few [LQK+12, JA11a, WXC+10, KHZ11] have been mentioned on how to adopt
the optimal packet size at runtime dynamically.
In [WXC+10] packet size optimization has been done dynamically based on the link
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condition. To estimate the link quality the Packet Reception Rate (PRR) is considered.
A dynamic packet size transmission module has been assumed that check, whether the
application message is less than or greater than the Optimal Packet Size (OPS). If
the application message is less than OPS packet is aggregated or fragmented and after
certain timeout limit the packet is transmitted. An optimal packet size adaptation
algorithm also has been proposed in [KHZ11]. Beside the optimization algorithm their
main contribution is packet collision has been taken into consideration to estimate the
packet loss rate for adopting dynamic packet size. The access point broadcast channel
occupancy within the network and based on the channel condition the neighbor nodes
adopt the best packet size during runtime.
But one of the main problem to obtain dynamic packet size is some of the ad hoc nodes
(e.g. Zigbee) do not have very high computation power and highly resource constraints.
Moreover the dynamic packet size adaptation needs some extra energy to adopt the
algorithm. Furthermore, adopting the dynamic packet size includes extra overhead to
carry the channel condition information to the neighbour nodes [WXC+10, CG06]. For
an example the signal to noise ratio [CG06] or packet delivery ratio [WXC+10] etc.
Hence, there is still extent of improvement.
1.4 Research Objectives
In this research we want to find out optimal packet size for different network scenarios
so that these results can be used for dynamic packet size optimization. Further dynamic
optimal packet size technique will be adopted to implement energy efficient system.
Packet size optimization has been proposed by many researchers before [BPPS12,
VA08, JA11a, JA11b, LMIS12, CG06]. The major problem of improving energy efficiency
by packet size optimization is packet loss and overhead. Previously researchers have
been adopted the error correction method to improve the energy efficiency by reducing
packet loss rate [SAM03, VA08]. But overhead problem has not been considered. To
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reduce the overhead packet compression is proposed in this thesis for optimal packet
size to improve energy efficiency even more. It is obvious that compression will reduce
the overhead, increase throughput and hence efficiency will increase. However, there
is a trade-off. Because the compression has its own costs. Moreover, it increases the
delay of the network. Hence, whenever the packet processing cost become smaller than
packet transmission cost and delay remain within the tolerance level for any particular
application only then it will be efficient.
• Previously researches have been illustrated separately on packet size optimization,
FEC on noisy channel, compression on different traffic etc. In this thesis we put
together these three techniques and observe the impact on energy efficiency and
network performance.
• However, adding a new protocol adds extra cost (such as: extra processing energy,
processing time etc). After applying the compression we will analyse the impact on
the energy efficiency and the Quality of Service (QoS) of the network considering
delay as well. Our investigation shows most energy efficient optimal packet size for
different scenarios considering FEC, compression and QoS delay.
• For delay tolerant ad hoc networks it is fair to assume that Quality of Service (QoS)
is not vital [CLL05, SSHI+01, WHE02]. But for real time applications (such as
Voice over IP (VoIP) or multimedia) QoS parameters such as: delay, packet loss,
bandwidth etc need to be taken into consideration strictly. Packet size optimization
for the VoIP service has been studied in [MT09, HA06, FK11, KRJ08, Obe08].
However, energy efficiency has not been taken in to consideration before. We will
investigate after maintaining a standard QoS parameter delay and packet loss,
how much energy efficiency can be achieved by using optimal packet size for VoIP
service.
• As a highly QoS sensitive application VoIP is used as a reference in this research.
Including packet loss, packet size also has an impact over delay. Because the end
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nodes take more time to process and transmit larger packets. In contrast smaller
packet sizes are affected by the extra overhead of packet controlling bits (header
and trailer). On this account in this thesis the packet size optimization benchmark
is energy efficiency, packet loss and delay.
1.5 Research Methodology
The beginning of this thesis energy efficient optimal packet size is estimated for very basic
scenario without considering service delay, channel noise etc. After that the estimation is
extended considering noise, MTU, multiple source, multiple hops etc. In several research
papers Forward Error Correction (FEC) has been proposed to correct the error packet
and improve energy efficiency [VA08]. Therefore, we have analyzed the existing research
to cross check at first after that analysis is extended further. The FEC and compression
are adopted to estimate energy efficient packet size for single hop, multi-hop topology.
To observe the impact of delay on a delay sensitive application, VoIP is taken into
consideration as a reference and optimal packet size is estimated for various scenarios.
At first it is assumed two nodes are in one hop distance and there is only a single
source in a noise free channel. There is enough bandwidth and does not have any
packet loss or congestion. The packet is transmitted by the source node and received
by the destination properly. There are many network parameters such as: congestion,
channel noise, coherence time of connectivity can significantly affect the performance
results. However, to start the estimation, simplest scenario is assumed and then more
constraints are imposed to observe the impact on optimal packet size.
The summation of total energy that has been used for the packet generation, trans-
mission, reception and processing are considered as an energy input to communicate one
single packet from one end to another end. On the destination end from the total energy
input, user can get the useful information. But a whole packet contains control bits,
data bits together. Control bits define the protocol specifications which are used only
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for the packet administration purpose. Only data bits (payload) contain useful informa-
tion. Therefore, out of the whole energy input only the energy for the payload can be
obtained as an output energy.
If the packet size increases the ratio of energy input and output, the throughput will
be higher. But, in the noisy channel due to channel error larger packets have the more
probability to be corrupted and lost. Considering packet error probability, if energy
efficiency is estimated for a noisy channel, the energy efficiency must be lower due to
excessive packet loss. Energy efficiency also can be lower for shorter packet size due to
heavy overhead. Hence, for a specific packet size energy efficiency attains the maximum
level which is the optimal packet size.
But optimal packet size does not reduce the PER, its only makes a balance between
packet loss and overhead. Hence, still there will be packet loss due to corrupted packet
and energy can be wasted. Hence, if error correction coding [KSPR04, KS06] is used to
correct error bits, it is expected that energy efficiency will improve.
However, FEC [HSI06, JS02, WWWL10, WH02] increases the overhead by adding
extra error correction code with each packet and extra processing cost is also needed
to correct the error bits. Hence, after using the FEC, overhead and processing cost are
reconsidered.
It is stated on the previous paragraph that larger packet sizes increases the packet
error rates and as a remedy one possible solution could be adopting the FEC method.
But due to overhead (header and trailer) still some energy will be spent that increases the
input energy cost for the packet. Hence, compression method is applied [Jon05, Com06].
Hence, the overhead energy loss will be less and energy efficiency should increase. How-
ever, every technique has its’ own cost and for the compression the cost would be the
energy cost for compression and decompression [Jon05] and processing delay for the
compression-decompression algorithm. Therefore, packet size is not only optimized con-
sidering energy efficiency, also optimized considering delay.
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Figure 1.1: Research Scheme
This thesis estimates the packet size for some scenarios which is not estimated before.
For an example, packet fragmentation is taken into consideration, energy efficient optimal
packet size is estimated for a time varying channel, compression method for the optimal
packet size estimation etc. The figure 1.1 shows a vivid illustration of the proposed
energy efficient packet size optimization scheme clearly.
1.6 Structure of the Thesis
Chapter 2 describes the packet structure of WLAN and various protocols. Packet over-
head, header trailer descriptions are given in terms of OSI layer protocol stack. It
proposes the error correction technique for the noisy channel, error correcting codes,
overhead and processing energy cost of error correction code.
It also shows the packet compression technique. It illustrates various compression
methods and applications and processing energy cost for the packet compression.
Chapter 3 shows the impact of channel noise over packet size. It explains the transmis-
sion power and reception power estimation methodology according to channel condition
and the effect of noise on energy cost per bit communication.
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Chapter 4 illustrates the energy efficient packet size estimation methodology, and energy
efficiency metric for the ideal channel and error pone channel. Then energy efficiency is
estimated for the time variable channel, multi-hop network etc.
Chapter 5 shows the energy efficient packet size estimation with FEC and Compres-
sion methods. FEC and Compression comparison are illustrated in vivid.
Chapter 6 represents multiple source contending busy channel and energy efficient opti-
mal packet size estimation. It describes how optimal packet size is estimated considering
packet collision, packet error rates together.
Chapter 7 proposes the energy efficient packet size for wireless VoIP protocol consid-
ering error correction, header compression for various scenarios. The trade-off between
the energy efficiency and QoS for the VoIP is analyzed extensively for these two methods
considering optimal packet size.
Chapter 8 draws conclusions of the work of this thesis, contributions and points out
the areas for possible future research and extension of this work.
Appendix A shows the simulator verification, process and simulation methodology. Ex-
isting error model and error correction technique of the simulator. Simulation output
analysis procedure and the source code modification.
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Chapter 2
Packet Structure, Error
Correction and Compression
This chapter illustrates the packet structure of most common Wireless Local Area Net-
work (WLAN) Wi-Fi network. As a real time application communication scenario VoIP
packet format over WiFi is shown. Since wireless channel is noisy. Packet error correc-
tion is illustrated for noisy channel. We found that error correction incorporate extra
overhead on packet. Hence, packet compression is investigated over WLAN to reduce
packet overhead.
2.1 Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN)
WLAN is a network used by small portable devices such as PDA, laptop, smart phones
etc. WLAN can also be used for wireless sensor networks [ASSC02]. Whether the
WLAN is accessed using powerful laptop or a resource constrained sensor node the
packet structure and protocol mechanism is the same for specific standard. The IEEE
802.11 family are the standard specifications for wireless LANs which is mainly defined
in MAC and PHY layers [mac12].
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Figure 2.1: DCF four way handshaking and two way handshaking policy
For the PHY layer, IEEE 802.11 defines the encoding schemes for data transmission in
the wireless medium. The most common signal to data encoding schemes are Frequency
Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS), Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS), and Or-
thogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM). The FHSS transmission scheme
operates on the frequency range of 2.4 to 2.5 GHz and bit rate 2Mbps. There are some
other standards 802.11b, 802.11a, and 802.11g which supports higher bit rates. Among
these 802.11b uses DSSS to provide higher bit rates up to 11Mbps and also enable to
provide 5.5Mbps, 2Mbps and 1Mbps according to the application requirements. Ba-
sically 802.11b is the standard used for Wi-Fi which is used in laptops, smart phones
etc.
2.1.1 Network Management and Control Packets of WLAN
The WLAN 802.11 protocol is called distributed coordination function (DCF) which is
a random channel access scheme [Bia00]. The DCF is based on the carrier sense multi-
ple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) protocol. To avoid the frame collision
between the contending nodes it provides a backoff rules. If more than one source nodes
transmit their packets at the same time, collision happens between the frames and the
packets are drop/lost. To reduce the collision probability the nodes restrain their trans-
mission according to random binary exponential backoff rule. DCF employs two methods
to access the channel and frame delivery (see figure 2.1).
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Table 2-A: RTS packet format of 802.11 protocol
Frame Control Duration Receiver Address Transmitter Address FCS
2 2 6 6 4
• Two-way handshaking (basic scheme)
• Four way handshaking (RTS/CTS scheme)
In the basic scheme, data packet from the source node is preceded by an ACK packet
by the destination node. Since in a wireless medium the sender cannot determine the
successful reception of the transmitted data ACK packet ensures the confirmation of
a successful reception. In four way handshaking method the Request To Send (RTS)
packet is broadcasted by the source (if the channels remains free or idle for a specific
time period). Then the destination node replies back by a Clear To Send (CTS) packet.
After that the data packet is transmitted and a confirmation Acknowledgment (ACK)
packet is sent by the destination node. Through this way a successful transmission is
preceded. During one whole transmission period (RTS, CTS, DATA and ACK) the
neighbour nodes remains quiet and suppress their transmission for the entire period.
The RTS, CTS and ACK frame structures are shown in table 2-A and 2-B. Although the
CTS and the ACK frames are completely identical the value of subtype field in frame
control is different 1100 and 1101 respectively. The data frame structure is shown in
section 2.1.2.
2.1.2 WLAN Configuration
WLAN can be configured in two ways
Table 2-B: CTS and ACK packet format of 802.11 protocol
Frame Control Duration Receiver Address FCS
2 2 6 4
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Figure 2.2: WLAN infrastructure network with different components
• Infrastructure less independent mode
• Infrastructure mode
The independent mode is called Ad hoc or peer to peer (P2P) network. The wireless
nodes must be configured explicitly to use ad hoc mode. In this mode each node can
directly communicate with all other nodes within its transmission range and create a
mesh network [WPW06] for communication. This type of network is useful to connect
wireless nodes, if there is no wireless Access Point (AP) available. The wireless nodes act
as an AP and takes some of the responsibilities of the AP such as: periodic beaconing
which announce the presence of WLAN, authentication of new nodes within the network
etc. The nodes do not act as a bridge to forward information to its neighbour nodes.
Maximum nine nodes can communicate among themselves in an ad hoc 802.11 WLAN
mode [Tea03].
In infrastructure mode, there is at least one wireless AP and one client node. The
client node uses the AP to access the resources of a traditional wired network (Internet).
That’s why whenever the node wants to communicate with other node, packets would
be sent to the AP first which will be forwarded to the destination node. Figure 2.2
represents the WLAN with infrastructure configuration mode.
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Table 2-C: IEEE 802.11 WLAN (Ethernet) Frame Format for Ad hoc Network
Frame
Con-
trol
Duration
ID
Address
1 (RA)
Address
2 (TA)
Address
3 (AP)
Sequence
Number
Address
4
(N/A)
Pay
load
FCS
2 2 6 6 6 2 6 0-2312 4
2.1.3 WLAN Packet Format
The WLAN frame contains all the necessary information within the frame for its delivery
to the destination. The frames consists of several field that contain the required data.
The 802.11 MAC frame format for the WLAN is given in table 2-C.
The frame [Tea03, com12] starts with a control field which is the most important part
of the MAC data frame. It contains information about the protocol version, type of the
frames for an instance whether its a data frame, network management frames or control
frame, determines the retry limit for a corrupted or lost frame, determines whether the
transmitting node is in active mode or power save mode, maintain orders of the frames,
indicates if there is more fragments of any frames etc. Moreover, frame control field also
indicates whether the frame is for the distributed system (DS) or from the DS. It also
indicates if any encryption or extra authentication is used for a particular frame.
The Duration/ID Field is used to indicates the remaining duration needed to receive
the next transmission. The Sequence Control field determines the fragment number of
frames and the sequence number of the frames. FCS (Frame Check Sequence) is used to
check the error fields within the frame.
There are four address fields within the MAC frame that represents four MAC address
fields: Destination Address (DA), Source Address (SA), Receiver Address (RA) and
Transmitter Address (TA).
The transmitted frames can carry different types of application data inside. The data
can be for the real time applications or for the delay tolerant sensor networks [ASSC02].
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According to the applications data structure on the upper layer can be changed but
it does not have impact on the lower layers format. Only the size varies according to
the application data. For the smaller data units in the application layer the overhead
percentage for the whole frame is high. For a bigger data packets the overhead is lower.
Whenever the data packets sizes are higher than the maximum transfer limit the packet
is split into two parts and become multiple frames. Usually real time applications uses
smaller packet sizes for faster delivery. For an example VoIP uses small packet sizes for
data transmission. In the next section the packet structure of a real time application
VoIP is described in detail.
2.2 VoIP Protocol Stack and WLAN
VoIP [GK03] is a set of protocols defined in different layers that allow the transmission of
voice via packet switched networks [KBS+98]. Voice communication is carried out using
the Internet Protocol (IP) and allows using the network as the transmission medium
for telephone calls [DPG00, Goo02]. But unlike with the traditional Public Switched
Telephone Network (PSTN) it sends voice data in packets using IP rather than circuit
transmissions [DKJ02]. In an IP network (Packet Switching environment), voice data
is digitized and bundled into packets. Then the packets are sent across the network.
Traditional phone networks (PSTN) uses circuit-switching in which resources are reserved
along the entire communication channel for the duration of the call whereas in IP packet-
switching there is no dedicated channel. The packets know their destination, and may
arrive there via different paths.
VoIP communication needs an audio input device (microphone), like as ordinary
PSTN system, to send the audio signal. An analog-to-digital (ADC) converter is used to
transform audio signal into digital bytes. Then the packetizer allocates chunk of bytes
(payload) for each packet. After that the payload is added with the headers to make
a complete IP packet. VoIP service can run by using wired or wireless network. In
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table 2-D the VoIP protocol stack for the wireless network is illustrated.
2.2.1 Encoding and Decoding of VoIP
Voice is analogue, whereas the data network is digital. In order to overcome the prob-
lems associated with analog-digital conversion engineers have developed CODECs (an
algorithm) which are able to translate signals and convert them from one category to
another. The process to sample analogical waves into digital information is made by an
encoder-decoder in short CODEC [KP09]. In addition, the CODEC can compress the
digital data. The compression of the waveform saves bandwidth that enable to provide
more VoIP connections at the same time. Also CODEC does the silence suppression,
not to send any packet when there is not any voice during the conversation and saves
bandwidth and other system resources.
The attributes of some well known CODEC is given in table 2-E [Com11, CXSM06,
KP09]. In this table 2-E the payload size and bit rate is given as a standard format of
VoIP codec. The voice payload size must be a multiple of the CODEC sample size. For
example, G.729 packets can use 10, 20 ... 60 bytes of voice payload size. G.711 CODEC
generates 80 bytes of sample payload for 10ms voice, such as: 80, 160, 240 bytes of voice
payloads with an interval of 80 bytes.
Table 2-D: VoIP Protocol Stack for the wireless local area network
Application Layer Voice
RTP RTCP SIP H.323
Transport Layer UDP
Network Layer IP
Link Layer 802.11 MAC
Physical Layer Ethernet
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Table 2-E: Attributes of some common CODECs [Com11]
Codec
Name
Sample
Interval
(ms)
Sample
Size
(Bytes)
Voice
Payload
Size (ms)
Voice
Payload
Size
(Bytes)
Bit
Rate
(Kbps)
PPS Bandwidth
Ethernet
(Kbps)
G.711 10 80 20 160 64 50 87.2
G.729 10 10 20 20 8 50 31.2
G.723.1 30 24 30 24 6.3 33.3 21.9
G.723.1 30 20 30 20 5.3 33.3 20.8
G.726 5 20 20 80 32 50 55.2
G.726 5 15 20 60 24 50 47.2
G.728 5 10 30 60 16 33.3 31.5
Packet Per Second (PPS) = Codec Bit Rate / Voice Payload Size,
Minimum bandwidth = Packet size (including headers) × PPS.
2.2.2 Wireless LAN VoIP
Wireless VoIP [SA07, KP09] applications and services can run over wireless local area
network (WLAN). The MAC layer (section 2.1) mainly defines the type of network
whether the packet is going to be transmitted by the wired or wireless network. VoIP
packet remains inside the data (payload) portion of the frame. The whole packet format
for the VoIP WLAN is given more explicitly in figure 2.3 [Gas05].
The frame starts with preamble which is the header for the physical layer and then
followed by MAC header fields (see table 2-C). The middle section of the frame consists
of payload data from the upper layers (e.g. Network layer, Application layer) and after
that it ends with the FCS fields. At the physical level, the frame is transmitted as a series
of signal representing the bits. On the destination device, the physical layer reassembles
the bits into a data frame.
In figure 2.3 the preamble is used for the physical layer header. Physical layer header
is called PLCP (Physical Layer Convergence Protocol) header which is 24 bytes. PHY
header start with a preamble followed by PLCP header and then the payload from the
upper layers. Preamble alerts the receiver nodes whether there is any potential receivable
signal in the channel or not. Therefore it determines whether the channel is free to
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PHY 
Header
802.11b MAC 
Header
Payload Data 
24 byte 28 byte 0 – 2312
IP 
Header
UDP 
Header
RTP 
Header
Voice
data
20 byte 8 byte 12 byte 10 byte
Figure 2.3: VoIP packet format in a wireless packet frame after adding the headers and
trailers from different layers
transmit frame or not. It also defines the modulation type, transmission frequency and
the remaining time length of the channel to be busy. The PHY headers are transmitted
in lower data rate to increase reliability and synchronization with all other nodes.
From figure 2.3 it is revealed that WLAN VoIP carries huge overhead during the
transmission. To transmit a single voice of 10ms considering all the headers and trailer
the overhead is 92 bytes (24 bytes PHY, 28 bytes MAC, 20 bytes IP, 8 bytes UDP and
12 bytes RTP) which is 90% overhead.
2.3 Error Correction Coding for Wireless Network
In wireless data communication system, data is transmitted through the ether. Since,
there is no direct link between the transmitter and receiver, unwanted noise from other
wireless devices, obstacles between the line of sight can disrupt the communication.
Therefore, wireless channels are usually more error prone comparing to wired network.
When data packets are transmitted over the wireless channel, it may experience many
impairments, such as fading, interference, random noise etc. Due to these impairments,
data bits of the transmitted packets are corrupted. Sometimes the corrupted packets are
lost in the medium and sometimes reach the destination with error bits. Whenever any
corrupted packet is received at the receiver end, the node can check the packet condition
by using Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) codes (see chapter 2 table 2-A). The nodes
can detect the error and identify the corrupted packets. Either the corrupted packets
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are discarded or recovered at the destination.
To recover lost packets or correct the error packet information there exist the following
two distinct approaches [TYL08, PSF10]:
• Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) [HSI06]: In this protocol whenever the receiver
node detect an error by the CRC code, it drops the error packet and asks a re-
transmission from the source by sending a negative acknowledgment packet. If the
negative acknowledgment packet is also lost in the medium, after certain timeout
limit, the source node retransmits the packet to the receiver. This process contin-
ues until the maximum number of retransmissions limit is reached. Through this
way ARQ increases the reliability of packet delivery. But, if the channel condition
remains poor, error rate becomes higher and large number of retransmissions may
be required. Therefore, it increases the end to end latency for packet transmission.
As a result, ARQ protocol become incompatible for the delay sensitive real-time
applications (such as: VoIP, multimedia etc). Since, the destination node sends
extra acknowledgment packets, this whole procedure consume extra resources.
• Forward Error Correction (FEC): To retrieve the lost information in a packet
or recover the corrupted bits within a packet, the most common scheme in ad
hoc network is forward error correcting codes [LC04, KBP07, WWWL10]. Error
correcting codes can recover the lost packet in a bit-exact form. But it contains
redundant bits or parity bits to recover the lost/error packet. Hence, the encoded
packet become larger than the original packet size. The encoded packet is generated
from the sample payload by using predefined error correction algorithm. After
adding the error correction code the packet become larger than it’s normal size.
As a result to transmit the packet with FEC code and process the packet for
correcting errors some extra delay is introduced with the packet transmission time.
Also extra energy is needed for the encoding-decoding and for the transmission of
parity bits.
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2.4 Error Correcting Codes
There are several types of error correcting codes [LC04, PSF10]. The first major clas-
sification is linear vs. nonlinear codes. Linear codes are categorized in block codes and
convolution codes [HAM50]. Convolutional code operates on streams of data bits. It
processes the encoded message in a bit by bit order. Convolutional codes are useful
and efficient error correction techniques [PSF10, SAM03]. A convolutional code is im-
plemented at the hardware level, uses a set of shift registers and adders. The decoder
requires highly complex hardware according to the data correction capability [LC04].
Since, software level implementation is more flexible and comparatively easy to install,
convolutional techniques are not considered for further analysis in this research.
Block codes [LC04, PSF10] are different from the convolutional codes. They break
the information into chunks and append redundant bits that are used to detect and
correct errors. The data and check bits together are called a codeword or block. The
payload data from the application layer is encoded into multiple discrete blocks and
processed block by block. Compared to convolutional codes block codes are simple
to implement in software level. Therefore, the block coding technique is widely used
in wireless communication environments. Most popular block codes are RS and BCH
codes.
2.4.1 BCH Error Correction Codes
BCH (Bose Chaudhuri - Hocquenghem) code [LMZG97] was invented in 1959 by Hoc-
quenghem, and independently in 1960 by Bose and Ray-Chaudhuri. BCH code is a
powerful random error correcting codes for multiple error correction. This code can
handle randomly located errors in a data streams according to its inherent limitations.
BCH decoders correct up to a certain number of errors, specified by the user [LMZG97].
For any block length n and positive integers (m ≥ 3), binary BCH code is referred as
(n, k, t) code with the following parameters [Mas65, McE84]:
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• Total number of bits to be protected: n = 2m − 1
• Number of error checking (parity) bits: (n− k) = τ ≥ mt,
• Size of information bits: k = (n− τ) = (`+ h)
• Maximum error correction strength: t < 2m−1
where ` is the payload and h is the size of the packet header. BCH code (n, k, t)
can correct up to t-bit errors, and thus it is also referred to as a t error correcting code.
From the block length constraints it is stated that the length of the block needs to be
7, 15, 31, and 63. The number t of reliably correctable bits in a block of length n bits
depends on the actual coding scheme.
A similar type of error correcting code is Reed Solomon (RS) code [McE84] which is
well known for correcting burst error of data communication channel. BCH code uses
bits as symbols whereas the RS code consider eight bits (one byte) as one symbol to
correct an error [GR05, Wic94]. The RS code is comparatively more complex to design
and implement. When the channel is too noisy and the number of error bits becomes
large at that time BCH code performs better than RS code by using less number of
parity (overhead) bits. Moreover it is showed in some papers that BCH code performs
better and is more energy efficient than the RS code [LPK13, BYJK07, VA09].
2.4.2 Error correction coding and packet error rate
Whenever encoded packets are transmitted through the channel, it may corrupt due to
the channel noise. Some bits become lost or erroneous. Lets assume the average bit
error rates of any noisy channel is b and due to the bit error rates the average packet
error rates p, then after using the error correction code the new packet error rate (pnew)
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will be [SAM03, KSPR04, PSF10]
pnew = 1−
t∑
i=0
 n
i
 bi(1− b)L−i (2.1)
where
 n
i
 is a orderless combination of n and i which can be represented as
n!
i!(n− i)! (2.2)
where n is the number of total bits within the encoded packets and all the other variables
are according to section 2.4.1.
2.5 Cost of Error Correction Coding
Error correction code can correct a certain number of errors. Hence, it reduces packet loss
rate, increases the channel reliability and improves performance. But error correction
coding comes with price. The price are the cost of
• Encoding: energy cost to generate the encoded message (payload)
• Decoding: processing of the encoded message
• Parity bits: cost of transmitting redundant bits
• Delay: additional transmission time for the extra parity bits and the encoding-
decoding
The FEC decoding algorithm is typically a more complex operation than encoding.
Several researches [SAM03, KSPR04, GS99] proved that encoding energy needs very low
amount of energy [VA09] compare to decoding, and therefore can be ignored. Mainly
the major cost of the FEC is decoding and the additional latency incurred for the parity
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bits. The energy efficiency of three well known error correction codes (BCH, RS and
Convolutional) has been studied in [BYJK07, SAM03]. This analysis has revealed that
BCH code outperforms the other error correcting codes due to its low encoding-decoding
energy cost. For this reason in the next section the energy consumption is presented only
for the BCH codes.
2.5.1 Energy Consumption of BCH Code
Ad hoc network is used for various applications and also can be formed with various types
of equipments such as smart phone, laptop, sensor nodes etc. Hence, Power consumption
for specific application or equipment could be higher in some equipments and lower for
others. As a reference point we have used the Micaz power estimations for the BCH
FEC [SP10a, ZDQ08, VA09, NRKS12]. This power consumption model has been used
in many papers and accepted by many other researchers.
The energy consumption of error correction code is dependent upon the error cor-
rection strength (t) and the length of the block size (n) [VA09, SP10b, NK11]. When
the strength of the BCH code is increased the complexity of the code increases expo-
nentially [SP10a, ZDQ08]. Consequently the energy cost and latency for the code also
grows exponentially. The decoding latency (Tdec) for the BCH code is given by [SP10a,
ZDQ08, NRKS12]
Tdec = (2nt+ 2t
2)(Tadd + Tmul) (2.3)
where Tadd and Tmul are the latencies for addition and multiplication.
A 8-bit micro-controller unit of ATmega128 [Sup12] microprocessor of MicaZ or Mica
sensor node [NRKS12] can perform addition and multiplication of 8 bits in one and two
cycles [SP10a, ZDQ08, VA09, NRKS12]. Hence,
Tadd =
⌈m
8
⌉
tcycle, Tmul = 2
⌈m
8
⌉
tcycle (2.4)
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Therefore, for a low power 8-bit micro-controller for one cycle it is computed in [SP10a,
ZDQ08, VA09, NRKS12] as
Tdec = (2nt+ 2t
2)3
⌈m
8
⌉
tcycle (2.5)
where m = blog2 n + 1c for error correction (BCH) code [SAM03], tcycle is one cycle
duration of the microprocessor. According to the data sheet of the MicaZ proces-
sor [Sup12] tcycle is approximately 250ns [VA09, NRKS12]. From the latency of the
error correction code the decoding energy consumption for the BCH code is expressed
as [SP10a, ZDQ08, VA09]
Edec = IprocVprocTdec (2.6)
where Iproc and Vproc are the required current and voltage for the processor to decode
of n bits. It is assumed that the execution of each instruction consumes approximately
the same amount of voltage and current [ZDQ08, VA09, NRKS12, TYL08]. Hence, the
delay increases according to the error correction strength and the packet size.
To keep the complexity low the decoding energy (Edec) for the BCH code is outlined
in [SP10a, ZDQ08, GS99] as follows:
Eenc = 2t(n− 2t)(Eadd + Emul)
Edec = (2nt+ 2t
2)(Eadd + Emul) (2.7)
Where, Eadd and Emul is the energy consumption for addition and multiplication to
process the decoding. It is computed in [MV02] that to complete an addition (Eadd) and
multiplication (Emul) instruction a Strong ARM 100 processor takes 12.9ns and 20.8ns
and spent 0.253W and 0.291W respectively. That yield
Eadd = 3.26× 10−9J
Emul = 6.05× 10−9J (2.8)
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This equation (2.7) will not provide the accurate estimation based on current, power or
latency but the complexity will be less. In this thesis the rest of the chapters for the
decoding energy is estimated from equation (2.7).
2.6 Packet Compression
Compression methods can reduce the transmitted data. Usually the energy cost of
transmitting one bit is higher than a single bit processing in an ad hoc node. One bit
communication energy cost is approximately 485-1267 add instruction of energy [BA06].
Hence, if the compression reduces the total transmitted bits, then the network would
be more energy efficient. Based on this strategy compression has been used to improve
energy efficiency [SGGN09, TDV08, SM06, YLL+09, YLYW10, KL05, NMQN08]. In
this chapter the pros and cons of the compression are investigated and the impact on
the network is discussed.
2.7 Compression Method
Compression is an algorithm that transform the original packet (bytes) into smaller size
packet. Whenever the compressed packet is reached at the receiver end, the receiver
node reverses the process, reverting the packet back to its original size. The smaller
packets takes lower time to transmit. Hence, the end to end packet transmission speed
increases. It improves the bandwidth utilization. Since, compared to smaller packet sizes
the bigger packet sizes are more prone to channel noise. The compressed packets have
lower chance to be corrupted in a noisy channel. Packet error/loss rate remains low. For
a compressed header `hcom and a compressed payload `
p
com packet error rate for packet
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size Lh and Lp will be [SAM03, KS06]
P hcom = 1− (1− b)Lh
P pcom = 1− (1− b)Lp (2.9)
where P hcom and P
p
com are the packet loss rate of compressed header and compressed
payload size packets. It seems worthy of implementing compression in ad hoc networks,
but there are several things that are needed to be considered before implementing the
compression algorithm. Such as: choice of the compression algorithm, compression ratio,
error rate of compression, delay etc. Also in which layer of the protocol stack the
compression can be implemented, whether it can be done on hardware level or software
etc.
Hardware level implementation is more expensive than software level implementa-
tion [SGGN09]. Also there is difficulty in modifying or updating the compression algo-
rithm after the installation etc. Therefore, software level compression algorithm imple-
mentation is preferred for the ad hoc networks and in this thesis as well.
2.8 State of the Art for Compression
Several researches have been done about the compression arbitration between the choice
of the algorithm based on compression type, energy consumption, algorithm time and
space complexity, transmission power, number of nodes etc [KL05, YLYW10, RCHS09].
A summary of different compression algorithms have been published in [YLYW10] where
the algorithms are differentiated and listed according to compression name, character-
istics (lossless compression or lossy), evaluation index (the analysis type whether it has
been done to investigate the compression ratio, error, energy etc) and implementation
platform (within real time ad hoc network or simulator). A comprehensive description
and analysis have been done for different compression algorithm in [RCHS09, KL05].
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However, the compression method does not remain efficient in various scenarios.
The computational energy for the compression has been considered first in [SM06]
and then [RCHS09]. After that in [YLL+09] it is showed that compression does not
always ensure energy reduction, even though the amount of transmission data reduces.
Hence, to achieve maximum energy efficiency compression arbitration modelling and
adaptation mechanism is proposed in [YLL+09, YLYW10]. These arbitration methods
mainly predicts the energy savings for the compression and decides whether to compress
the data before transmission or not. In [YLL+09, YLW10] a compression ratio forecasting
is proposed where the arbitration is done between compression ratio, error level and
energy efficiency. However, the energy efficient packet size optimization for compression
arbitration has not been done yet. Only in [CM11] compression ratio for various packet
size has been estimated and the throughput gain of the channel is observed. In this
thesis energy efficient packet size is estimated with the compression method in chapter
five.
2.9 Compression Types and Scope
Compression method can be categorized in to three types:
1. Header compression
2. Payload compression
3. Bulk compression or whole packet compression
2.10 Header Compression
Header compression mechanism compress the header of a packet [NMQN09, NMQ+09,
NMQN08]. Since the compressed header size is reduced in size, it speeds up the trans-
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Table 2-F: Header compression of different layers [TF03, CJ99, BBD+01]
Protocol Header
Name
Layer Name Header Size Compressed
Header Size
IP4/TCP Network and
Transport
40B 4B
IP4/UDP Network and
Transport
28B 1B
IP4/UDP/RTP Network, Trans-
port and Applica-
tion layer
40B 2B-4B
mission and also reduces overhead size. It was show in chapter 2 that the packet header
consumes a large portion of a packet. If the overhead size decreases due to compression
then the packet administration cost should be lower and energy efficiency would increase.
From last chapter it was show that a packet can contain large header for example WLAN
packets. As headers are added in different layers of the protocol stack. Hence, compres-
sion is applied in specific layer. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has defined
the standardization of header compression schemes in [CJ99, BBD+01, DNP99, Jac90].
According to the standard header compression is specified in table 2-F for different layers.
Currently, header compression is mostly available for the network, transport and
application layer. In these layers the compression can be implemented without affecting
the underlying layers [CM11, SGGN09]. Although the lower layers MAC, data link
or PHY layer provides higher compression ratio but implementation is quite difficult
compared to upper layers.
2.10.1 Types of Header Compression
Mainly there are four types of header compression [TF03, CJ99, BBD+01, DNP99, Jac90]
• Van Jacobson Header Compression (VJHC) [Jac90]: It was developed by V. Ja-
cobson in 1990 and most commonly known as VJ compression. It can compress
IPv4 and TCP header together as a combined header field and the remaining fields
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within the packet remains same as before the compression.
• IP Header Compression (IPHC) [DNP99]: The main difference between IPHC and
VJHC compression is, IPHC compress only the IP header.
• Compressed RTP [Com06, CJ99]: It compresses the header of IP/UDP/RTP
packet. Usually CRTP is used for the real time applications like multimedia (audio,
video) or real-time group conferencing services such as: VoIP etc. RTP protocol
belongs to the application layer. It provides source identification, synchronization
support, QoS feedback such as: loss detection, content identification etc. The pay-
load size of RTP protocol for an audio is usually 20-128 bytes and header consists
of IP, UDP and RTP header. Hence, a large portion of the RTP packet is used
as a header, and therefore sometimes the overhead size becomes larger than the
data (payload) portion. Hence, it is inefficient to transmit RTP packets without
compression. RTP compression compress the IP header portion and squeeze the
original header size to smaller size header.
• Robust Header Compression (ROHC) [BBD+01, NMQN08]: This compression al-
gorithm can compress IP/UDP packet flows, IP/UDP/RTP headers to only one
byte. This compression was developed in 2001 and can work efficiently in severe
noisy channel. It was developed specially for the wireless networks to reduce over-
head, packet loss and improve interactive response time.
In some research [NMQN09, NMQ+09, NMQN08] header compression algorithms are
customized by using packet aggregation to increase the system efficiency. Since the aim of
this research is to increase energy efficiency by packet size optimization and compression
is used to reduce overhead only, off the shelf compressions are used to reduce complexity.
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2.11 Payload Compression
Payload compression compress the payload generated in the application layer. In the
application layer there are several applications such as: file sharing, web browsing, real
time applications: multimedia, VoIP etc. The application generates payload data for
transmission. The compression algorithm can be used to compress the payload. After
that the compressed payload is passed through the other layers and added up with the
headers of other layers. At the other end the receiver node reverse back the process and
decompress the payload.
Since compression has been proved as an efficient technique, numerous compression
algorithm have been proposed [YLYW10, BA06, KL05, SM06] in diverse area. Among
these compression algorithms for payload compression. Some well known algorithms
are Gzip, bzip2, zlib, rzip, LZW etc. According the result analysis and investigation
of [RCHS09, KL05, TDV08] in total 11 types of compression algorithms are compared
considering CPU, network peripherals, Ethernet card, memory. It is found that LZO is
the most energy efficient algorithm. Moreover, in terms of complexity and usage it is the
most useful compression algorithm and easy to implement. LZO provides the highest
compression ratio, and lowest compression, decompression time compared to the other
compression algorithms. It needs less instructions to compress and decompress, only 3
add instructions for the web and 9 for text data. However, considering the throughput
it shows the lowest performance. The highest throughput shows by PPMD then bzip2,
after that compress, zlib and then LZO compression. But it can compress very fast with
lowest error rate which is necessary for faster packet transmission without compression
error.
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2.12 Bulk Compression
In bulk or whole packet compression [Com95, TF03] the entire packet is treated as a
block of information and compressed using compression algorithm. The compressor con-
structs a common sequence dictionary according to the packet information, and matches
the block sequences with a shorter representation. The new representation of the packet
is used for transmission as a compressed packet. This bulk compression uses prede-
fined dictionary which is needed to be installed beforehand. Whenever the compressed
packet is reached at the destination node the receiver node must need to use an identical
dictionary for decompression. It provides high compression ratios but it has two ma-
jor drawbacks. The compression dictionary must be synchronised with each other and
they have to be identical, another problem is compression dictionary consumes a large
memory space.
To overcome this synchronization problem Packet by Packet dictionary algorithm is
proposed [Com95]. However, it needs smaller dictionary and the compression technique
is almost similar to bulk compression. To suppress the use of the dictionary based com-
pression later Guess-Table-Based compression has been invented [Com95]. Algorithm
is used to predict the next incoming bytes if the guess become correct the data is not
transmitted otherwise the data is transmitted. Guess based compression is used for the
VoIP service to improve the delivery speed and overall performance of the network.
2.12.1 How Voice Compression Works
In VoIP service the end user talks in front of the microphone and generates audio signal.
To convert the analogue audio signal into digital signal the audio signal is digitized
into pulse code modulation (PCM) signal [Com06]. The voice encoder-decoder process
does the job of altering the analogue to digital PCM signal. After that, the PCM
signal is passed through the compression algorithm and then the compressed packets are
forwarded to the destination. The receiver node uses the reverse technique to generate
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the original audio.
2.13 Resource Consumption for the Compressor
Just like as every method and protocol compression decompression algorithms have spe-
cific cost. Such as: computational energy, computational complexity, time complexity or
delay, space complexity or memory space requirements etc. However, the main cost are
extra delay and processing cost which are considered in this thesis. Hence, the compres-
sion technique becomes only advantageous if the overall delay remains within the delay
limit and the processing energy cost of compression remains lower than the amount of
energy saved by the compression technique.
2.13.1 Energy Cost Estimation For Compression Decompression
The compression decompression energy cost generates from the computational energy
cost from the microprocessor. In some research it is stated that computational energy is
thousand times lower than the transmission energy cost [BA06]. Hence, computational
energy cost must be very low. To estimate the energy consumption several researchers
have followed different ways. The authors of [BA06] Kenneth and Krste have used one
specially designed research based computer ”Skiff” which is equipped with 233 MHz
Strong ARM SA-110 processor, 802.11 ethernet card and other peripherals. From this
machine it is estimated that the energy required to compress 1 bit of web data with LZO
compression algorithm needs 3 instructions. Two instructions are for the compression
and one is for the decompression. The energy cost of one instructions is equal to the
estimated energy cost for one addition instruction which is 6.59× 10−9 J .
In [YLYW10] one of the most popular ad hoc node MicaZ node is used to estimate the
energy consumption for the compression methods which is equipped with a 8-bit Atmel
ATmega 128L, 8 MHz microcontroller with CC2420 radio unit. Energy is estimated by
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considering a fixed power for the microcontroller with ATMEL AVR Studio and after that
the energy efficiency is estimated. In [YLL+09] also dealt with the energy consumption
of compression. But in their estimation they calculated the energy consumption of the
microcontroller for the compression as a constant value and used in the simulator. After
that energy efficient new compression arbitration method is proposed. In [TDV08] seven
different off the shelf compression is analysed and the trade off between dissemination
time and energy consumption has been estimated. They have used MSP430F1611 micro-
controller, 10 kB of RAM, 48 kB of internal and 1 MB of external flash, and a CC2420
radio. By using an oscilloscope current, voltage is measured and energy is estimated.
In [SM06] energy consumption for different algorithm is estimated for fixed compression
algorithm. They have used MSP4 microcontroller to mimic the 8-bit Atmel ATmega128L
microcontroller of MicaZ node.
Hence, in several research energy consumption has been estimated in several ways.
Therefore, which one should be considered as a reference point for this thesis is an issue.
Basically in this thesis our major concern is to use the off-the-shelf fixed compression
algorithms to reduce header overhead and increase efficiency. This research is about
the energy efficient packet size optimization where compression will be used as a sup-
plement to reduce wastage. Hence, rather to do main experiment for the compression
algorithm and estimation of energy cost for the compression, the results of LZO com-
pression algorithm [BA06] and the energy usage of this algorithm is used directly in this
thesis.
2.13.2 Delay Estimation for the Compression
In ad hoc networking application some of the application are delay tolerant such as envi-
ronment monitoring but some of them are delay sensitive such as real time applications
like multimedia or video. Hence, for the real time application delay estimation is impor-
tant. Since, LZO algorithm was already chosen in the last section for computation energy
cost estimation. Delay time for the compression is considered for the compression and
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decompression time of LZO. From [RCHS09] its found that to compress and decompress
with LZO algorithm takes less than 1 second only for 3KB to 8MB of application data.
Hence, this smallest delay would not create any severe service interruption.
2.14 FEC and Compression
Header compression compress the header and reduces the overhead of whole packet.
Since, compression reduces the overhead, this technique could be an useful method for
the FEC (see chapter 2.3). FEC improves the reliability of the channel but large portion
of a packet is wasted due to data administration purposes for example the overheads
of parity checking. Hence, if these two methods are used together the overhead can
be reduced by using compression and reliability can be improved by FEC. With the
compressed header `h the reliability of any packet size L with the FEC method can be
given as below [SAM03, KS06]
rcom =
t∑
i=0
 Lh
i
BERi(1−BER)Lh−i (2.10)
where, Lh is the total packet size after the compressed header size. BER is the bit error
rates of the channel. Here, Lh = `+`
com
h the sum of compressed header and the payload.
If payload compression is used then the compressed payload size will be `paycom. Then
with the compressed payload and FEC code the reliability of the packet will be
rcom =
t∑
i=0
 Lp
i
BERi(1−BER)Lp−i (2.11)
where, Lp is the total packet size after the compressed payload size. Here, Lp =
`h + `
pay
com the sum of compressed payload and the header.
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2.15 Conclusion
The packet structure for the WLAN in general and also for the WLAN VoIP are observed.
BCH FEC is investigated and its mechanism is illustrated to reduce packet loss in noisy
channel. However, it shows, FEC and header fields incorporate a large portion within a
packet only for the packet administration as an overhead. Hence, packet compression is
discussed to reduce overhead. The cRTP and LZO compression algorithm are considered
as reference to investigate further. In this chapter only those data is considered as a
reference which have already been used in many researches. In chapter 5 and 7 the
energy efficiency is estimated considering these protocols.
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Chapter 3
Packet Size as a Function of
Channel Noise
The channel noise has a direct influence over the packet size. As the packet size increases
it becomes error prone and consequently happen more packet loss. Because the bigger
packet sizes are more likely to be affected by the noise. The channel noise is dependent
on various parameters such as: distance between the nodes, interference, transmission
power etc. This chapter describes the relationship between the packet size, channel noise
and various parameters that have impact on the packet loss.
3.1 Channel Noise and Packet Size
Since the overhead ratio of bigger packet is less than the smaller size packets. In the
noise free channel, the bigger packets are found more efficient. But bigger packets are
more error prone in a noisy environment. Due to noise in the channel the bits inside
the packets are corrupted and sometimes lost. The probability of corrupting the bigger
packets is comparatively higher than smaller packets.
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Bit error rate (BER) and transmitted packet sizes (L) are related with each other.
Packet error rate (PER) per is dependent on BER (ber).
For a Additive White Gaussian Noisy (AWGN) channel with DQPSK modulated
data, and assuming independent bit errors, the relationship between per, ber and L can
be described as [VA06, SAM03, KS06, VA06, ZDQ08]
per = 1− (1− ber)L
= 1− (1− ber)(α+`+τ) (3.1)
Where, α, ` and τ represent the header, payload and trailer size.
The BER depends on various parameters such as: transmitted signal strength, in-
terference etc. Usually signal power level is fixed for most of the ad hoc nodes. Hence,
whenever the channel noise changes, signal to noise ratio (SNR) changes as well. The
signal to noise ratio (snr) is obtained by [MHS+07, EAK+02]
SNR = Eb/N0(Rmod/Bt) (3.2)
where Eb is the energy required per information bits, N0 is the thermal noise, R is
the highest bit rate (2Mbps) of modulation scheme and Bt is the system bandwidth
(2MHz). According to general rule of thumb greater than or equal to 20 dB is considered
as good quality SNR [VK12]. Hence, SNR value is assumed 20 dB. In this equation (3.2)
Eb/N0 specifies the energy per bit relative to the noise power.
Considering an AWGN and Rayleigh fading channel with DQPSK modulated data,
the relationship between BER and Eb/N0 is given by [CBB10, EAK
+02]
ber =
1
2
e
−Eb
N0 (3.3)
⇒ Eb/N0 = −ln(2ber)
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Hence, whenever the bit error rate increases or decreases the energy per bit value changes.
3.1.1 Energy Per Bit Calculation
To calculate the energy per bit we have used the energy model which is used in [SAM03,
KSPR04, KS06]. Based on the radio power consumption, the energy required to com-
municate one single bit across a single hop is given by
Eb = Etx + Erx +
Eenc−dec
`
(3.4)
where, Eb is the energy per bit, Eenc−dec represents the total processing energy cost of
a packet to encode and decode. In general the encoding energy is considered as very
low energy and ignored from the energy per bit calculation [WN10, HWT+11a, VA08,
YFD09]. Decoding energy is also low and only included in [SAM03, KSPR04] whenever
the error correction method is used. Error correction method is described in chapter 3.
In our further analysis the encoding energy cost is not considered in Eenc−dec and only
the decoding cost (Edec) is included whenever error correction method is used as a error
correction processing energy cost. Among the rest of the parameters in equation (3.4)
` is the payload size of a packet and Etx and Erx are the transmission and reception
energy cost for a single bit. In terms of power consumption transmission energy Etx and
Erx can be expressed as,
Etx =
1
`
(
(Ptx)
L
R
)
and Erx =
1
`
(
(Prx)
L
R
)
(3.5)
where,
• L = ` + α + τ is the total packet length in bits. α and τ represent the length of
the header and trailer size
• Ptx, Prx are the transmission and reception power
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• R is the data rate in bits/sec.
3.1.2 Transmission and Reception Power Estimation
The source node transmits with a fixed transmission power. The strength of the signal
received by the receiver antenna depends on the path loss, fading, noise etc. Path loss
defines the signal power reduction due to the distance between the transmitter and
receiver antennas [ZP98, ESWW00]. Since, radio waves propagates in free space, the
power level disseminate as a square of distance [ZP98, ESWW00]. This happens due to
the spreading of radio waves as the range increases. The path loss exponent γ can be
defined as below [ZP98, ESWW00]
γ = 20log10(4piD/λ) (3.6)
where, D is the distance between transmitter and receiver. Line-of-sight propagation
holds only the first few meter distance between the transmitter and receiver. Only for
about the first 6m [ZP98]. Beyond 6m, propagation losses in indoors dense area increase
at up to 30dB per 30m (such as dense office environments). Usually in our home or office
environment the WLAN router provides better signal strength up to 6m approximately.
In this thesis it is assumed the transmitter and receiver nodes are within 6m distance
and the maximum transmission range is 30m.
In equation (3.6) λ is the wave length (meter) that is expressed as c/f where c is the
speed of light (3× 108ms−1) and f is the transmitted signal frequency that is 2.4 GHz.
For the value of λ = 0.125m the γ will be 69.6 dBm.
The transmitter power Ptx denoted in [EAK
+02, JEW02, ESWW00, TJV+09] as
Ptx = N0 +NFrx + Fmar + SNR+ γ (3.7)
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where, the thermal noise N0 can be estimated as below
N0 = kTBt (3.8)
where k is a Boltzmann constant (1.38×10−23 J/K), T is the system temperature (kelvin)
and B is the channel bandwidth (Hz). For the 20 oC (293K) room temperature thermal
noise N0 is 8 × 10−12mW or −111 dBm. The receiver noise NFrx is generated due to
internal circuit noise and it is assumed to be 10 dBm [ESWW00].
Fade margin specifies the fading quantity of the transmitted signal that is expressed
as
Fmar = Prx −Rth (3.9)
where, Fmar is the fade margin and Rth is a receiver threshold. Less than the receiver
threshold value the receiver node cannot receive the signal. Hence, it is assumed that Rth
is configured such that it can satisfy fading margin and also able to detect low signals.
For a reliable channel, fade margin should be 20 dB − 30 dB [ZP98, ESWW00].
It is estimated that the transmission power Ptx is 19 dBm. Typical WiFi transmission
power of wireless LAN devices stays between 10 dBm − 30 dBm [FN01, FN01]. There-
fore, the assumptions considered here are correct for the WLAN transmission power
estimation.
The receiver power sensitivity Prx of equations (3.5) is given in [ESWW00] as
Prx = N0 +NFrx + SNR (3.10)
After calculating all the values the receiver power is estimated −81 dBm from equa-
tion (3.10). The typical range of wireless received signal power over a network (WiFi
802.11) varies between −60 dBm to −100 dBm [CYLC10]. Therefore, to estimate the
receiver power the values used for NFrx, SNR and Fmar are correct for the WLAN
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interface.
From the values of transmission power and reception power the energy per bit can
be estimated from equation (3.4). After that the energy per bit and noise level BER can
be estimated.
Most of the researchers of WLAN network have followed BER level 10−4 to 10−6 [ZP98,
HWT+11b, WXC+10, SPRKH05]. For an example, [HWT+11b] has used BER level 10−5
for the physical layer parameters optimization and optimal distance estimation. After
that the BER level 10−4 to 8× 10−4 have been assumed as a time varying channel con-
dition in [WXC+10] for the dynamic optimal packet size optimization. The BER level
10−4 has also been considered in [SPRKH05]. Other than the above examples in [ZP98]
BER is considered 10−6 to estimate transmission and reception power. From our analysis
and following the above references we have decided to use the BER level 10−4 as a high
noisy channel, 10−5 medium and 10−6 as a good channel condition.
However, what if the channel condition changes or fluctuates frequently. How to
estimate the packet loss rate in that condition. The next section describes this issue.
3.2 Variable Noise Channel Condition and Average Packet
Loss Estimation
In ad hoc network the links and channel condition changes frequently. As a result
the error rate also changes randomly with time [GS06, ZRM95]. Therefore, estimating
the energy efficient packet size for time varying channel condition is very important.
To simulate a time varying error prone channel there are some models available such as:
Uniform, Gilbert-Elliot, multi-state Markov error model etc [ZRM95, JPAIB99, RRC01].
However, among these Gilbert-Elliot error model is popular to simulate a time varying
characteristics of an error prone channel which is described in the next section.
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Gilbert-Elliot model is widely used to simulate the bursty packet loss behavior where
error rate varies with time [ZRM95, JPAIB99, RRC01]. It is also known as two-state
Markov model. The figure 3.1 illustrates a state diagram of a two-state Markov model
of Gilbert-Elliott channel. In the “good” state packet losses occur with low probability
P ggber while in the “bad” state packet losses happen with high probability P
bb
ber. Hence,
this two error probability defines the packet loss rate of two different states of a same
channel.
P ggber = 1− (1− berlow)L
P bbber = 1− (1− berhigh)L (3.11)
where berlow is the lower BER and berhigh is the higher BER of the channel. The Gilbert-
Elliot model has four probabilities. Based on the probabilities the average packet loss is
estimated.
• The probability of staying in good condition (Pgg)
• The probability of staying in bad condition (Pbb)
• The probability of changing states from good to bad condition (Pgb)
• The probability of changing states from bad to good condition (Pbg)
The relationship between the probabilities is given below
Pgb = 1− Pgg
Pbg = 1− Pbb (3.12)
To find out the average packet loss rate PGB from these four parameters of Gilbert-Elliot
model, two more probabilities are needed [ZRM95]. One is transition probability and
another one is steady state probability. After multiplying these two probabilities PGB
is estimated. The transition probability Ptran for the Gilbert-Elliot model is described
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Figure 3.1: Two state Markov model of an error prone channel
as [JPAIB99]
Ptran =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Pgg Pgb
Pbg Pbb
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
The steady state probabilities (pig, pib) of being in states good and bad are stated below
∣∣∣∣ pig pib ∣∣∣∣×
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Pgg Pgb
Pbg Pbb
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣ pig pib ∣∣∣∣
where, (pig + pib) = 1. If we simplify this equation we can get
pig =
Pbg
Pbg + Pgb
and pib =
Pgb
Pbg + Pgb
(3.13)
The average packet loss rate (PGE) is given by [GO08]
PGE = (P
gg
berpig + P
bb
berpib) =
P ggberPbg + P
bb
berPgb
Pgb + Pbg
(3.14)
The average packet loss rate PGE is shown in figure 3.2 for the corresponding packet
sizes.
To do the simulation of time variable Gilbert Elliot channel model the two state
Markov error model of NS-2 is used as a packet loss function. Rather comparing all the
theoretical values stated for the Pgb and Pbg only one situation (Pgb and Pbg values are
set 0.4 and 0.9) is considered in figure 3.2. It is assumed that the channel stays 60%
time remains in the good state and 10% time remains in the bad state.
To compare the simulation with the theoretical results figure 3.3 is shown for Pgb and
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Figure 3.3: Packet error rate comparison of Gilbert-Elliot channel model and normal
channel
Pbg, 0.4 and 0.9 respectively. The value of PGE is compared with the two state markov
packet loss model of the NS-2 in figure 3.3. Also the highest and lowest PER of a normal
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channel is shown in this figure for better comparison. From figure 3.3 it is found that
simulation results are matched with the theoretical results.
3.3 Multi-hop Network and Packet Loss Estimation
In an ad hoc network the packets are traversed by multiple hops to reach the destination
node. Since, the nodes do not have high transmission range to communicate directly
with the destination node, The neighbor nodes act as a router to forward the data to
the sink.
Whenever packets traverse from one node to another the distance between the nodes
might be different. If the distance increases the transmitted signal strength decreases
consequently it decreases the signal to noise ratio (see equation (3.6) and (3.2)). Hence,
there will be different BER (equation (3.2)) for different links between the hops. To
estimate the PER a linear multi-hop network topology has been considered in many
research papers [KSPR04, SPRKH05] where the BER between the links is same.
Figure 3.4 shows the multi-hop linear chain topology, where n number of nodes are
placed in a line with equal distance. This type of network is identical with large border
area network, where the border line is covered with the sensor nodes to detect the
intruder.
The number of hops have a relation with the PER [KSPR04, SPRKH05]. For a
multi-hop linear chain topology packet error rate and reliability function (rmul) follows
the equation given below [KS06, KSPR04, SPRKH05, VA06]
Perror = 1− (1− per)n−1
= 1− (1− ber)LN and
rmul = 1− Perror = (1− ber)LN (3.15)
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Figure 3.4: Chain like topology where all nodes are placed with equal space
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Figure 3.5: Packet error rate for the corresponding packet sizes for multi-hop linear chain
network for BER = 10−5
where, N is the number of hops, n is the number of nodes and Perror is the PER for
the multi-hop linear chain topology. By using the equations (3.15) PER is plotted in
figure 3.5. From this figure it is found that in a multi-hop network for a fixed BER,
packet loss rate changes according the number of hops.
3.4 Conclusion
So far this chapter shows how the physical layer parameters the transmitted signal,
channel noise, receiver noise etc related with the overall bit error rate and the packet
loss. After that for a variable channel condition and multi-hop network scenario packet
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loss rate is estimated. It is found that noise and packet size has a strong relation and
packet size has a direct impact on packet loss rate. Next chapter describes how the
packet loss rate influences energy efficiency and the impact on the optimal packet size.
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Chapter 4
Energy Efficient Optimal Packet
Size Estimation
In this chapter energy efficient optimal packet size is estimated. The highest energy
efficient packet size is the optimal packet size. The energy efficiency and optimal packet
size can be changed according to various conditions and scenarios. Such as: error free
and error prone channel, multiple sources, time varying channel condition, number of
hops etc. In this chapter energy efficient packet size is investigated for different scenarios.
4.1 Energy Cost of a Packet
Bits are the unit of information hence, a single bit can be represented as the unit of
energy. Since in communication networks packets are formed by bits. The energy of
packet can be estimated by using the energy for a single bit and then estimate the
energy cost of different size packets. To estimate the energy budget when transmitting
packets there are several things that are needed to be considered. Such as: distance
between the nodes, frequency, modulation, noise level, fading etc. Moreover, ad hoc
nodes can change their position with time and the link condition changes. As a result,
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the energy cost varies for packet transmission and reception. Therefore, it is difficult to
estimate an exact energy budget for a single packet. However, assuming a standard fixed
value of various parameters the energy cost for a single packet can be estimated [SAM03,
KS06, VA08, ESWW00, HCB00, WN10].
4.2 Energy Efficiency Metric
Energy efficiency metric can provide us the way to determine energy efficient optimal
packet size. This metric is estimated from the required energy to communicate a whole
packet and payload [SAM03, ESWW00, KS06]. Equation (3.4) provides the energy per
bit that can be used to estimate the required energy for a single packet and payload.
The energy per bit Eb is (see section 3.1.1)
Eb = Etx + Erx
=
1
`
(
(Ptx)
L
R
)
+
1
`
(
(Prx)
L
R
)
=
L
`
(
Ptx + Prx
R
)
=
L
`
kj (4.1)
Where,
kj =
Ptx + Prx
R
(4.2)
kj is the energy required to communicate a single bit. The values of Ptx and Prx are
estimated from section 3.1.2. The value of kj can be changed according to the noise level
of the channel. However, in several papers [SAM03, KS06, HCB00, KSPR04] the value
of kj is assumed constant to reduce complexity of energy efficiency estimation. Also, in
this thesis the value of kj is considered a fixed value. As kj gives the combined energy to
transmit and receive a single bit, the amount of energy of the payload of a single packet
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Figure 4.1: The notion of energy channel that leads us to estimate the energy efficiency
is kj` where the energy of a whole packet is kj(`+ α+ τ).
Based on the input energy and output energy an energy budget is drawn in figure 4.1.
This figure helps understand the energy efficiency metric. In figure 4.1 the ’S’ and ’D’
are the source and destination nodes. In this figure the compression and error correction
will be discussed in the next chapter. Packet collision, RTS, CTS overhead are explained
in chapter 7. To start with a simple scenario in this chapter it is assumed the network
is collision free, there is only header and trailer overhead.
According to figure 4.1 packet loss is considered as an energy wastage and the energy
input for encoding decoding and control bits can not be considered as an output energy.
If we assume that the channel is noise free and there is not packet loss. On the basis
of figure 4.1, a suitable energy efficiency metric is defined as below [KW05, WCSY07,
FMS10]
η =
kj`
kj(`+ α+ τ)
=
`
(`+ α+ τ)
(4.3)
Here, the processing cost is assumed very low and it is not included in the efficiency
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equation (4.3). Since the control bits and processing energy cost are used only for the
packet controlling and administration purpose; the energy kj(α+ τ) that is used for the
header and trailer (see chapter 2) can not be considered as output energy in the energy
efficiency estimation.
The equation (4.3) is basically a goodput between useful data size from the application
layer and whole packet size. Since, the header and trailer control portion of the packet are
fixed in size, for large packet sizes the useful portion of the packet is higher which increase
the energy efficiency. Figure 4.2 shows that the large packet sizes significantly increase
the energy efficiency. However, if the packet size is more than the Maximum Transfer
Unit (MTU) the packet will be split into two individual packets. Hence, whenever
the optimal packets become bigger than the MTU it will be two separate packets with
individual header and trailer. Therefore, the efficiency equation (η) for the optimal
packets more than the MTU will be
η =
nm+ `
nM + L
(4.4)
where,
n =
⌊
S
M
⌋
M = (mpay + α+ τ)
L = `+ α+ τ
= (S −Mn) + α+ τ (4.5)
where m denotes the payload of MTU packet size, ` is the payload of fragmented packet,
n is the number of MTU size packets and L is the packet size generated from the
fragmented parts. S is the total packet size without fragmentation, M is the MTU
packet size. According to IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol MTU size is 1500 bytes but to
keep the computational complexity lower MTU is considered 1000 bytes [CG06b]. From
figure 4.2 it is found that the MTU packet size is the most efficient packet size. Since,
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Figure 4.2: Optimal packet size estimation and efficiency measurements in a noiseless
channel
energy efficiency metric equation (4.3) is a energy ratio between energy cost of payload
and whole packet size. In figure 4.2 the efficiency rises very sharply with the packet size
but after that it becomes steady and reaches a maximum and, whenever the packets
become bigger than MTU, the packet is split in to two and due to the high overhead
the efficiency drops. If the packet is increased in size even further the energy efficiency
increases until the second MTU split size. Due to overhead of the headers, the bigger
packets cannot achieve the maximum efficiency in a noise free channel.
4.2.1 Energy Efficiency Metric in Noisy Channel
Channel noise has a great influence over the estimation of the optimal packet size. In
the last chapter the relationship between the packet size and channel noise is shown. In
the noise free channel, bigger packet are more efficient than the smaller size packets. But
bigger packets are more error prone in a noisy environment. Due to noise in the channel
the bits inside the packets are corrupted and corruption rate is higher for bigger packets
than smaller packets. The relationship between BER, PER and transmitted packet sizes
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(L) are shown in the last chapter.
However, the MTU packet split is not considered in our previous discussion. If the
packet size become more than MTU then the packet is split into multiple packets. Since,
the fragmented parts need new header and trailer, the overhead bytes at least double.
Hence, packet error rate of fragmented packets will be different than equation (3.1). For
the MTU size packet there will be an error rate and for the fragmented part packet size
there will be another error rate. If the fragmented parts of the packet or any parts of
the packet is corrupted, the whole packet is considered as a corrupted packet. The PER
of bigger packets more than the MTU (permtu) can be expressed as
permtu =
(
1− (1− ber)(α+m+τ)
)n × (1− (1− ber)(α+`+τ))
=
(
1− (1− ber)M)n × (1− (1− ber)L) (4.6)
Considering packets less than the MTU, the output energy will be kj`(1 − per). (1 −
per) determines the packet acceptance rate or reliability of the channel. Thus, kj`(1 −
per) estimates the total output energy of non-corrupted information bits. Similar to
equation (4.3) the energy efficiency (η) for the noisy channel can be expressed as
η =
`
(`+ α)
(1− per)
=
`
(`+ α)
× (1− ber)(`+α+τ) (4.7)
The efficiency equation for the optimal packet size larger than the MTU (ηmtu) will be
ηmtu =
n×m+ `
(n×M + L) × (1− permtu) (4.8)
Whenever the channel remains in good condition, the PER becomes very low (see fig-
ure 4.4) and the optimal packet size becomes higher than the MTU size. Equation (4.8)
is used for efficiency estimation for the bigger packet sizes larger than the MTU. But for
smaller than MTU, equation (4.7) will be applied to estimate the efficiency and optimal
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Figure 4.3: Optimal packet size estimation in a noisy channel for three different BER
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Figure 4.4: Packet error rates of the optimal packet sizes in a noisy channel for three
different BER
packet size. By using equation (4.7), (4.8) and (4.6) two graphs are plotted in figure 4.3
and 4.4 respectively. The figure 4.3 shows the efficiency against packet size and the
PER is shown for the corresponding optimal packet sizes in figure 4.4. The most energy
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efficient optimal packet sizes are shown in the text box denoted as ′s′ and pointed with
arrows. The text box specifies the corresponding energy efficiency and PER for the opti-
mal packet size. The results of figure 4.3 are matched with the results of [SAM03, KS06].
Hence, the calculated values are correct for this figure.
To validate the results with the simulation, a simple topology is created in NS-2
simulator. Only two nodes are in the network. One node has one poisson source and
another node act as a base station or sink node. The channel noise is fixed. The source
node sends packets and the receiver node receives the packets. Transmission power,
reception power, data rate are set according to the estimation given in section 3.1.2.
Simple data broadcast is considered in the simulation for data transmission. There is
not overhead for the control packets of data routing. Simulation is done for 3600 seconds.
More details of the simulation procedure are described in chapter 8. From the simulation
efficiency cannot be estimated directly. The efficiency is evaluated from the parameters.
Figure 4.4 shows the comparison between theoretical and simulated PER. From the
simulation, it is found that the simulation results matches with the theoretical model
results. Figure 4.4 shows that for high PER efficiency is lower. Because high BER
increases the PER and corrupted packets are either discarded in the destination end
or lost. Hence, the input energy for the packet is completely wasted and the efficiency
goes down. Unlike the efficiency reported in figure 4.2, figure 4.3 shows that for a noisy
channel the efficiency level reaches a maximum. After that it decreases as the packet size
increases. The reason is, in a noisy channel the PER remains small for the smaller packets
but packet overhead remains high and due to high overhead the efficiency becomes lower.
Whereas for the bigger packets the overhead remains small but due to high packet loss
rate the efficiency becomes low.
Energy efficient optimal packet size is found from figure 4.3 for three different channel
condition. However, this estimation is done for a stable channel condition considering
a fixed BER, whereas wireless channel condition might change with time. In the next
section, energy efficient packet size optimization for time varying channel is estimated.
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4.3 Energy Efficient Packet Size Estimation for Variable
Noise Channel Condition
The link condition of an ad hoc network might change or fluctuates with time. Gilbert-
Elliot error model can simulate time varying characteristics of an error prone channel.
To estimate an average packet loss rate Gilbert-Elliot error model is a renowned method.
Average packet loss rate estimation methodology for any time varying channel condition
is shown in the last chapter. In this section only energy efficient estimation is shown for
a time varying noisy channel for the Gilbert-Elliot model.
4.3.1 Gilbert-Elliot Error Model and Energy Efficient Optimal Packet
Size
The average packet loss rate (PGE) is estimated in equation (3.14). From the average
packet error probability PGE the reliability of the Gilbert-Elliot channel (rGE) is esti-
mated which is denoted as (1−PGE). After applying this reliability the energy efficiency
(ηGE) for the two nodes topology will be
ηGE =
k`× rGE
k(`+ α+ τ)
=
`× rGE
(`+ α+ τ)
(4.9)
From this equation (4.9) for different values of Pbg and Pgb state changing probability
efficiency is estimated and shown in figure 4.5. In figure 4.5 every single point shows the
optimal packet size and energy efficiency for different values of Pbg and Pgb.
To compare the theoretical packet loss model with the simulated results two state
Markov error model of NS-2 is used. The topology and other setting is used similar to
section 4.2.1. Rather comparing all the theoretical values stated for the Pgb and Pbg in
figure 4.5 only one situation is considered for the simulation to save simulation time.
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Figure 4.5: Maximum efficiency estimation for a time varying channel for different state
changing values
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channel for two nodes topology
The Pgb and Pbg values are set 0.4 and 0.9 considering that the channel stays 60% time
remains in the good state and 10% time remains in the bad state. Theoretically the most
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efficient optimal packet size is 1000 bytes for Pgb and Pbg values of 0.4 and 0.9 (shown in
figure 4.5). For a fixed values of Pbg and Pgb efficiency is shown in figure 4.6. It is found
that the simulated results matches with the theoretical results.
The optimal packet size from the Gilbert-Elliot model provides an average estimation.
If the ad hoc node does not have the optimal packet size adaptation mechanism. In that
case fixed packet size needs to be set by the network administrator. Hence, depending
on the scenario and channel experience the packet size needs to be chosen. But if the
channel condition is unpredictable or changes very frequently or out of control in that
case the theoretical model of optimal packet size estimation will not give a good solution.
4.3.2 Dynamic Energy Efficient Optimal Packet Size and Time Varying
Channel
In the time varying noise channel condition the PER does not remains same all the time.
Hence, the optimal packet size can be estimated theoretically but it might not be the best
for a particular time period. In the time varying channel sometimes the energy efficiency
can be overestimated or underestimated. For that reason there some researchers have
devised suitable techniques to optimize the packet size at runtime [WXC+10, CG06a].
But a dynamic packet size adaptation policy consumes more energy. Because to run the
optimal packet size estimation algorithm at runtime and adapt the best packet size cost
some energy. In [KHZ11, WXC+10, CG06a] dynamic packet size optimization technique
have been discussed.
In [KHZ11] the research focused on ad hoc wireless LAN, where a packet size adap-
tation algorithm is proposed to increase throughput and reduce packet loss. The WLAN
nodes observe the channel at specific time intervals and then adopt the optimal packet
size. Payload size adaptation is also illustrated in [CG06a] where a theoretical frame-
work has been given to achieve the maximum throughput by adopting optimal packet
size at runtime. However, their analysis did not consider the energy efficiency and real
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time implementation is not shown. In [WXC+10] packet size optimization has been done
dynamically. To estimate the link condition or channel noise 2 bytes additional overhead
is included in each packets. Their estimation includes aggregation and fragmentation
services for smaller and bigger packet sizes and most importantly the optimization algo-
rithm is implemented in a ad hoc sensor node operating system test bed. To estimate the
link quality the packet reception rate is estimated. However, what type of computation
power is needed to adopt the optimization algorithm and how much delay will be added
is not shown. Since energy efficient packet size optimization is the major concern of this
thesis; before adopting the dynamic packet size algorithm, the optimal packet size is
investigated for different scenarios. To adopt the optimized packet size dynamically the
algorithm needs to consider all the parameters and possible common scenarios that has
an effect on the optimization.
4.4 Energy Efficient Packet Size for Multi-hop Network
The ad hoc nodes does not have high transmission range. To cover long distance com-
munication the nodes uses the neighbor nodes as a router and forward the data to the
destination. The application scenario for the multi-hop topology is assumed border line
area monitoring. Large number of nodes will be placed in the border line and made a
linear chain like multi-hop topology to detect the intruders. If the nodes detect anything
(intruder) around within its’ range, an alarm message (packets) will be send to the base
station via multi-hop linear chain and border guard will be informed.
Here, one important observation is the coherence time of connectivity of multiple
number of hops is ignored. Since the application is considered as a delay tolerant appli-
cation. It is fair to assume that the connection time and overall delay or transmission
is negligible [KSPR04, SPRKH05]. However, the coherence time for the delay sensitive
real-time application is vital and it is considered in our chapter 7 for real-time application
VoIP.
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Whenever, a packet traverse multiple nodes, if the packet gets corrupted at the first
hop, only the energy to send the packet from a source to a specific node is lost. But
when the packet is corrupted after few more hops, much more energy can be wasted.
That’s why the importance of a energy efficient optimized packet in a multi-hop network
is paramount.
According to [KSPR04, SPRKH05] the energy required for a multi-hop equally spaced
chain like topology (see previous chapter section 3.3) is given by
Emulin = L× (nEt + (n− 1)Er)
Emulout = `(nEt + (n− 1)Er)× rn (4.10)
where Emulin and E
mul
out are the energy required for the multi-hop chain topology. n is the
number of nodes and Et and Er represents
Et =
(
Ptx
R
)
and Er =
(
Prx
R
)
(4.11)
Whenever packets are transmitted from source node to the destination node via
multiple hops, packet error rates (PER) become different than the single hop PER (see
equation 3.1 of the last chapter).
From equation (4.10) and (3.15) the energy efficiency equation for the multi-hop
linear chain topology is illustrated as below
η =
`(nk − Er)× (1− ber)LN
L× (nk − Er)
=
`× (1− ber)LN
(α+ `+ τ)
(4.12)
By using the equations (4.12) energy efficiency is plotted for different packet sizes in
figure 4.7. This figure shows that in a multi-hop network with fixed noise when the
number of hops increases energy efficiency level decreases.
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Figure 4.7: The efficiency analysis for a multi-hop chain like topology when BER = 10−5
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Figure 4.9: PER analysis of a multi-hop
chain like topology in three different chan-
nel condition
This phenomenon is shown in figure 4.8. In this figure energy efficiency is estimated
against various number of hops for three different BER. Figure 4.8 shows the maximum
energy efficiency for optimal packet size for different number of hops and the correspond-
ing PER is shown in figure 4.9.
Whenever the PER becomes low in a good channel condition the optimal packet
size becomes more than the MTU packet size (see equation (4.6)). In that case the
PER (permtu) for the optimal packet size more than the MTU for the multi-hop linear
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topology can be expressed as below
permtu =
((
1− (1− ber)(α+m+τ)
)n)N × (1− (1− ber)(α+`+τ))N
=
(
1− (1− ber)nM)N × ((1− (1− ber))L)N (4.13)
Where, N is the number of hops in the multiple hop linear chain topology network.
4.4.1 Energy Efficient Packet Size for Multi-hop Network with Differ-
ent Link Condition
The distance between the nodes might not be same all the time in the linear chain like
multi-hop topology. Also, the channel condition might be different among different links.
Hence, there are three possibilities
• The link condition is the same between all the nodes (BER is same) and channel
condition remains fixed. For example, in a three hops scenario, BER is 10−5 in
each link.
• BER is different between the links but BER level remains fixed. For example, in a
three hops scenario, the BER is 10−4, 10−5 and 10−6 between the links.
• The link condition changes with time (BER level fluctuates) and also BER between
the nodes are different. For the same scenario, in a three hops topology network
BER fluctuates between the hops. For an instance BER changes between 10−4 to
10−6 from first hop node1 to node2. For the second hop it changes between 10−5
to 10−6 and so on.
The first situation is shown in the previous section. For the second case if the channel
condition change with time then there will be different BER in different link. Therefore,
if different PER is known between the links then the average packet error rate permulti
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for the multi-hop network can be estimated as below
permulti = per1 × per2 × .........× perN−1 (4.14)
where, per1,2,..,N are the different PER between the links.
For the third scenario Markov error model is considered. The linear chain of hops is
considered as a Markov chain where the error rates changes randomly between different
links.
For an instance, assume that the BER between node1 and node2 of figure 3.4 changes
with time with certain probability. The BER between node2 and node3 also have differ-
ent BER and changes with time with certain probability. Only the difference with the
Gilbert-Elliot model is, in Gilbert-Elliot model there are only two states and two state
Markov chain is used. The channel condition changes between only two states. But
multi state Markov chain will provide an estimation of PER for a time varying channel
condition of multiple channel condition.
A four state Markov model has been shown in [TJKJ00] for a satellite channel. When-
ever the Markov chain become larger than two state (see figure 3.1) the mathematical
model become complex and large. Hence, the theoretical model is not shown here.
To estimate the energy efficiency the PER of equation (4.14) or PER of the Markov
chain will be included in equation (4.12) and energy efficiency can be estimated.
4.4.2 Transmitting Only Header Packets in the Multi-hop Topology
In the multi-hop linear topology the increasing number of hops reduces the energy effi-
ciency and also the optimal packet size decreases. Moreover, the PER becomes higher as
the packets travels through more number of hops. Hence, to keep the PER low and travel
many hops error correction has been used in some papers [KSPR04] which is discussed
in our next chapter. We have analysed an distinct approach transmitting only header
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Figure 4.10: Energy efficiency estimation
while traversing only header packets in a
multi-hop linear chain network
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Figure 4.11: PER estimation with only
header packets in a multi-hop linear topol-
ogy network
packets to traverse large multi-hop linear chain network.
Since, smaller packets does not have high PER, therefore if lowest PER is given the
highest priority, then by using small packets a large linear chain multi-hop topology can
be traversed. However, the overhead will be very high, and as a consequence energy
efficiency will be low.
The smallest header is 8 bytes UDP. Hence, the UDP header can be used as a header
packet. But, if the packet size does not have any payload (` = 0) according to the
energy efficiency estimation metric (see section 4.2) the energy efficiency becomes zero.
Since the energy efficiency is estimated from the goodput of total input energy for the
whole packet and payload is considered as useful output energy. That is why to estimate
the energy efficiency for the UDP header (which is 8 bytes) 6 bytes are considered as
useful output information. Because among the whole (UDP) header 4 bytes provide the
destination and the source address and another 2 bytes provide the length of the header
size.
According to the estimation given in this section only header packet is used as an
input energy in equation (4.12) and 2 bytes are used as an useful output energy. In
figure 4.10 and 4.11 the energy efficiency and PER is estimated against different number
of hops. From these two figures it is found that with only header, the energy efficiency
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is low but PER also remains lower. Specifically, for multi-hop topology network while
transmitting header packets the PER becomes lower than transmitting whole packets.
For an instance, the PER for the 5 hops linear chain topology is 27.4% for 10−4 BER
whereas for the whole packet it is 57%.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter energy efficient optimal packet size is described for different ad hoc net-
work scenarios. The impact of PER, MTU, multi-hop and variable noise are investigated
on optimal packet size. It is found that the MTU packet split has vital impact on energy
efficiency and PER of the network. In the noisy channel smaller packet sizes are more
energy efficient whereas in the good channel condition MTU is revealed as most energy
efficient packet size. Next chapter will describe how the PER can be minimized with
error correction and overhead can be reduced by compression.
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Chapter 5
Optimal Packet Size Estimation
with FEC and Compression
In this chapter energy efficiency of the optimal packet size is estimated when using
forward error correction code (FEC) and compression techniques. These two methods
are often used, to reduce the PER and overhead. Since, it is observed from our analysis
in the previous chapter that PER and overhead decreases the energy efficiency of optimal
packet size, in this chapter these two methods are applied to improve efficiency. We will
investigate the impact of FEC and compression on the energy efficiency and the optimal
packet size.
5.1 Error Correction and Energy Efficient Packet size
In a noisy channel large numbers of packets can become corrupted and hence lost. There-
fore, energy is wasted and efficiency level decreases. In order to improve the reliability
of channel and reduce packet error rate, two familiar approaches are used in general Au-
tomatic Repeat Request (ARQ) and Forward Error Correction (FEC). FEC and ARQ
are described in chapter 3. In this chapter efficiency is estimated for these two methods.
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5.1.1 Efficiency Estimation of Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ)
Whenever any packet is lost or become corrupted the ARQ protocol of the destination
node requests the source node to retransmit the packet again. As a result, the overall
energy cost for packet communication doubles. Considering the energy efficiency (ηre)
for the retransmission technique yield as [SAM03, KS06]
ηre =
kj`(1− per)
numretkj(α+ `+ τ)
=
`(1− per)
numret(α+ `+ τ)
(5.1)
where numret is the number of retransmission for a single packet. If the requested
packet is reached at the destination node correctly without any error in first attempt
then numret is 1. Hence, it can be written as
ηre ≤ η (5.2)
Where η is the energy efficiency without retransmission (see chapter 4 section 4.2.
Thus, ARQ is not an energy efficient method. It can be concluded as retransmission
technique improves the reliability but doesn’t improve the efficiency. ARQ method could
be customized (e.g. Hybrid ARQ) and further research can be done in this area. Since,
ARQ is revealed as an energy inefficient method it is not considered for further analysis.
5.1.2 Energy Efficiency of the Forward Error Correction Code (FEC)
Forward Error Correction Code (FEC) is used to retrieve the lost information and correct
the corrupted bits of the packets. It reduces packet error rates and increases channel
reliability. However, it adds extra energy cost (Edec) for encoding decoding and error
correcting overhead bytes (τ) to correct errors (see chapter 3).
The reliability of the channel with the FEC method is given by [SAM03, KS06, VA06,
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ZDQ08].
r = 1− per =
t∑
i=0
 L
i
 beri(1− ber)L−i (5.3)
where t is the maximum error correction strength that represents how many numbers of
bit errors FEC can correct. Based on the error correcting capability (t) the value of τ
and the decoding cost Edec are changed accordingly (see equation (2.7) in chapter 2.3).
Considering the error correcting code, recalling the energy efficiency equation (4.7), η
can be rewritten as below
η =
k`
k(`+ α+ τ) + Edec
×
t∑
i=0
 L
i
 beri(1− ber)L−i (5.4)
Since according to FEC constrains (see section 2.4.1 of chapter 2.3), to use the error
correction code packet size need to be L = 2m−1. On this account, in figure 5.1 and 5.2
the packet sizes are defined for different values of m and afterwards the energy efficiency
is estimated for different error correction strength. In figure 5.1 the most energy efficient
optimal packet sizes are pointed with arrows for given BER. In the chart ’s’ is the highest
energy efficient packet size.
Figure 5.1 shows that the value of error correction strength increases the energy
efficiency of bigger packet sizes but for smaller packets it is not an efficient approach. It
is possible to achieve even higher efficiency without the FEC for packets less than 1000
bytes.
For the higher values of error correction strength t, the efficiency becomes lower
and steady. The reason of lower efficiency is the increasing cost of decoding. For the
packet sizes more than 500 bytes efficiency becomes steady and efficiency decreases very
slowly. Because error correction strength reduces the PER and retain the similar value
of reliability for the larger packet sizes. Only the increasing cost of decoding decreases
the efficiency very slowly.
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Figure 5.1: Energy efficiency estimation with FEC with different error correction strength
for BER=10−4
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Figure 5.2: PER estimation with FEC for different error correction strength when
BER=10−4
The corresponding PER for the packet size is given in figure 5.2 which shows that
FEC reduces the PER significantly. From figure 5.1 and 5.2 it is revealed that if FEC is
used large packet size can be used with high efficiency and lower PER.
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5.1.3 Energy Efficient Packet Size Estimation with FEC for Packets
Bigger than MTU
With the FEC, bigger packets can be transmitted with lower PER. But whenever a
packet becomes bigger than the MTU size, it is split in to multiple packets.
The payload size for the FEC code follows the constrains of (2m − 1). If 100 bytes
is considered as MTU size, whenever the value of m become more than 12, the splitting
occurs. Since, the payload size is a power function, it creates multiple number of same
size packets. For instance, if the value of m is 14 and payload size is (214 − 1) which is
2047 bytes. For 2047 bytes payload there will be 4 individual packet of 511 (212 − 1)
bytes each.
The reliability function for the MTU split packets for the FEC will be
rmtu = 1− per =
 t∑
i=0
 Lmax
i
 beri(1− ber)Lmax−i

mtu
(5.5)
where Lmax is the maximum transferable bytes which is (2
12 − 1) and the header and
trailer bytes with the FEC considering the MTU. mtu is the number of split packets.
Hence,
mtu =
⌈
L
Lmax
⌉
(5.6)
The energy efficiency equation with the FEC for the packet sizes more than MTU is
expressed as
η =
mtu× k`
mtu× k(`+ α+ τ) +mtu× Edec × rmtu
=
k`
k(`+ α+ τ) + Edec
× rmtu (5.7)
The number of payload and packet on the numerator and the denominator in equa-
tion (5.7) are same. Hence, the energy efficiency function remains the same like as
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Figure 5.3: Optimal packet size estimation with different error correction strength
equation (5.4) for the FEC for the bigger packets more than MTU. Only difference is
the reliability function rmtu which is stated in equation (5.5).
5.1.4 Energy Efficient Packet Size with High Strength FEC
Lets assume that FEC can able to correct all the error bits within a packet according to
the error correction strength t. Hence, by using FEC, bigger packets can be transmitted
to the destination without any error.
Since, according to the FEC constrains, the payload size needs to be 2m − 1, if the
value of m becomes more than 12 then the payload size will be more than the MTU and
split in to multiple packets. Hence, after using the FEC the maximum payload size would
be 511 (212 − 1) bytes. Therefore, if error correction strength (t) increases continuously
more overhead of the FEC will be added and the efficiency level goes down. Because as
the error correction strength increases, it adds more overhead and extra decoding cost
(see section 2.4.1 of chapter 2.3).
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Figure 5.4: Maximum energy efficient error correction strength estimation for the optimal
packet size
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Figure 5.5: PER estimation for optimal packets for different error correction code
strength
Hence, for a specific value of (t) energy efficiency becomes highest. After that if the
value of error correction strength increases the energy efficiency value becomes low due
to extra overhead of FEC and decoding cost.
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Figure 5.3 shows the energy efficient optimal packet sizes for different error correction
strength. In this figure MTU splitting is not considered for optimal packet sizes. Because
if MTU splitting is considered the maximum payload size would be 511 bytes which is
already shown in previous section. Hence, without packet splitting if error correction
strength is increased, from figure 5.3 the optimal packet size can be found. The energy
efficiency and PER are estimated for the corresponding packet sizes in figure 5.4 and
figure 5.5.
From figure 5.4 it is revealed that high error correction strength does not increase
energy efficiency. If error correction strength increases, energy efficiency decreases grad-
ually. However, since the PER become extremely low (see figure 5.5), in the multi-hop
topology network to traverse multiple nodes in noisy channel high strength FEC can be
useful.
5.2 Energy Efficient Packet Size with FEC and Multi-hop
Network
In the previous chapter 4.4 it is revealed that increasing number of hops reduce energy
efficiency. Since the number of hops increase packet error rate, as a consequence energy
efficiency decreases. In section 5.1.2 FEC method is used to improve the energy efficiency
for the single hop topology and found that FEC increases the energy efficiency only
for bigger packets. But FEC decreases PER and increases reliability of the channel.
Therefore by using the FEC method PER can be kept low for multi-hop network. Hence,
longer distance can be traversed with bigger packets and high efficiency.
Since, the number of hops have a relation with the channel noise and PER of the
channel (see section 3.3). The reliability function of multi-hop network is different to
the single hops’ reliability function. The reliability function for the multi-hop topology
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Figure 5.6: Energy efficient packet size for 2 hops chain topology with FEC and t = 1
with FEC is given by [KSPR04]
rfecmul =
 t∑
i=0
 L
i
 beri(1− ber)L−i

N
(5.8)
where, rfecmul represents the reliability of the channel and N is the number of hops. Similar
to equation (4.12) energy efficiency estimation for the multi-hop linear chain with FEC
method is expressed as
η =
`(nk − Er)× rfecmul
L× (nk − Er) + (n− 1)Edec (5.9)
From equation (5.9) energy efficiency is plotted against packet size in figure 5.6. Com-
paring this figure with figure 4.8 it is found that for the two hops network FEC is only
energy efficient for bigger packets. But after using the FEC method PER diminishes
which is an advantage as it increases the reliability of the network.
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Figure 5.7: Packet error rate estimation for 2 hops chain topology with FEC and t = 1
5.2.1 FEC Code at the Destination Node and Energy Efficient Optimal
Packet Size
FEC is an energy efficient method only for bigger packets and multi-hop topology net-
works. For the smaller packet sizes and single hop topology network, due to extra
overhead of FEC and decoding cost, it is not an efficient system. However, to traverse
multiple hops and to handle the increasing PER with the number of hops, FEC is a
reliable and efficient method.
Hence, to reduce the energy cost of FEC in a multi-hop network, rather decoding
the packets in every intermediate nodes in a multi-hop network, FEC can be used at the
edge nodes (source and destination nodes) only. The source node encodes the packet
and whenever the packet will reach the destination end, the destination node will use
the FEC to correct errors. The intermediate nodes will not use any FEC.
For the multi-hop linear chain like topology, energy efficiency estimation equation for
the FEC in every node has been shown in equation (5.9). For FEC in edge nodes the
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Figure 5.8: Energy efficiency estimation in a 5 hops chain topology to compare FEC at
each node and only at the edge nodes
energy efficiency estimation equation is
η =
`(nk1 − Er)× rmuledge
L× (nk1 − Er) + Edec (5.10)
where n is the number of nodes and rmuledge is the reliability of using the FEC in only the
source and destination node. The rmuledge yield as below
rmuledge = (1− PER)N + rfec × (1− (1− PER)N ) (5.11)
where N = (n − 1) the number of hops and rfec is the error correction rate which is
similar to equation (5.3).
From figure 5.8 it is revealed that FEC at the edge nodes are more energy efficient
than the FEC at all nodes because for the FEC in all nodes, each nodes uses FEC
algorithm that increases the cost of packet encoding decoding. In figure 5.8 and 5.9
energy efficiency and PER are compared with FEC at all nodes and FEC at the edge
nodes. From these two figure it is found that applying the FEC at the edge nodes are
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Figure 5.9: PER estimation in a 5 hops chain topology to compare FEC at each node
and only at the edge nodes
more energy efficient and PER remains low.
5.2.2 Energy Efficiency with High Strength FEC in Large Multi-hop
Network
In a multiple hop network, if a high strength error correction code is used then it is
expected that large number of hops can be traversed. Also, by using the FEC larger
packets can be transmitted through the multi-hop network. It is shown in section 5.1.2
that for the single hop topology network, high strength FEC increases energy efficiency
only for bigger packet sizes. Since, the bigger packets have high PER and FEC reduces
the PER.
In a multi-hop network, whenever the packets traverse multiple hops, PER increases
(see section 3.3) gradually. To keep PER lower and traverse multi-hop network, only
header packet is proposed in the previous chapter. Since, smaller packets have lower
PER. However, smaller packet carries a large portion of overhead. Hence, if bigger
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Figure 5.10: Maximum energy efficiency es-
timation with 511 bytes payload and high
strength FEC in a large chain topology
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Figure 5.11: PER estimation in a large
chain topology with 511 bytes payload and
high strength FEC
packets are transmitted overhead will be less but PER will be higher. Since, it is found
that FEC reduces the PER significantly, therefore by using high strength FEC large
multiple hops can be traversed with lower PER with bigger packets.
FEC maintains specific constrains that the payload size must be 2m−1. Considering
the MTU packet split it is showed in section 5.1.2 that the maximum payload size with
the FEC is 511 bytes (212 − 1 bits).
Hence, for specific number of hops most energy efficient error correction strength for
FEC is estimated for 511 bytes payload. In figure 5.10 maximum energy efficiency is
shown for 511 bytes payload for various number of hops. The corresponding PER is also
estimated in figure 5.11 and the optimal FEC strength is shown in figure 5.12. From
this figures it is clearly revealed that by using the FEC large number of hops can be
traversed with very low PER.
In figure 5.11 PER for the noisy channel with 10−4 BER changes the trend pattern
multiple times. The reason behind this, from figure 5.12 it is found that only for the
10−4 BER, most energy efficient error correction strength changes with the increasing
number of hops. Therefore, whenever there is a change of error correction strength the
PER trend changes in figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.12: Energy efficient FEC strength estimation for 511 bytes payload in multi-hop
network
5.3 Packet Compression and Energy Efficient Optimal Packet
Size
In the last sections it is observed that FEC method improves the channel reliability and
keeps the PER low in multi-hop network. However, FEC incorporates overhead bits and
extra encoding decoding cost. After using the FEC large portion of a packet is wasted
only for data administration purpose. To reduce the overhead, compression can be used
as a remedy. Compression is a renowned method to reduce overhead which is described
in chapter 3. In this section the energy efficiency of packet compression is analyzed and
optimal packet size is estimated.
5.3.1 Energy Efficiency Estimation with Compression Method
Just like as every method or protocol, packet compression also has specific energy cost. It
is already showed and explained in the packet compression chapter that LZO compression
is an efficient compression algorithm. It consume less energy, takes very low processing
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time for compression decompression and also compression ratio is 38.5% approximately.
Hence, the LZO compression algorithm is considered to estimate energy efficiency and
optimal packet size.
Three different types of compression algorithm are illustrated in chapter 2.6 header,
payload and whole packet compression. Since, the whole packet compression needs
another dictionary to install in to the nodes, in this chapter, only the header and payload
compression is analyzed.
Recalling the equation (5.4) the energy efficiency for the payload compression for a
single hop topology can be rewritten as below
η =
(φ`× k)
Lpcomk + Ecom`
(1− ber)Lpcom (5.12)
where, Ecom is the compression and decompression energy cost. φ is the compression
ratio, Lpcom is the compressed packet size with the compressed payload, that yield
Lpcom = α+ φ` (5.13)
where, φ` is the compressed payload and α is the header bytes. For header compression,
energy efficiency equation can be expressed as below
η =
(`× k)
Lhcom × k + Ecomα
(1− ber)Lhcom (5.14)
where, Lhcom is the compressed packet size with the compressed header, that yield
Lhcom = αcom + ` (5.15)
where, αcom is the compressed header and ` is the payload bytes. For the multi-hop
linear chain topology in every single intermediate data forwarding node the packets need
to be decompressed at first and after that compressed again to forward it towards the
destination. Hence, the compression-decompression cost higher than for a single hop.
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Figure 5.13: Energy efficiency comparison for different types of compression with 10−4
BER
From equation (4.12) for the multi-hop linear chain like topology energy efficiency for
the payload compression method can be expressed as
ηcom =
φ`× (nk − Er)× (1− ber)N×L
p
com
Lpcom × (nk − Er) + nEcom` (5.16)
For header compression, total packet size is Lhcom and header size is αcom. In figure 5.13
and 5.14 the energy efficiency and PER are shown for various compression methods. After
analysing the two figures it is found that header and payload compression methods are
more energy efficient and at the same time more reliable than any other compression.
Header compression is little more energy efficient than the header and payload combined
compression method but in terms of transmitting larger packets, header compression is
inefficient because of high PER. The PER of header compression is almost similar to
PER without compressed packet.
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Figure 5.14: PER comparison of different types of compression for 10−4 BER
5.3.2 Energy Efficiency Comparison Between Compression and FEC
Wireless network is usually error prone. Hence, the compressed packet size can be
corrupted. To reduce the compressed packet size corruption rate, FEC method can
be used. Usually the FEC method is applied in the application layer (see chapter 2).
Compression can be on the application layer, network or transport layer. If FEC method
is used to correct the compressed packet size then the reliability function becomes similar
to equation (5.3) and the packet size (L) will be different. Similar to equation (5.12)
and (5.14) packet size L will be Lpcom and Lhcom for the payload and header compression
respectively.
The FEC reliability equation (rcom) of only header compression method for the multi-
hop topology is given below
rcom =
 t∑
i=0
 Lhcom
i
 beri(1−BER)Lhcom−i

N
(5.17)
From figure 5.13 and 5.14 it is clear that the header and payload combined compression
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Figure 5.15: Energy efficiency comparison of different methods when BER=10−4
is the best compression method. Therefore, to compare the combined compression with
FEC two figures are plotted. In figure 5.15 energy efficiency is plotted against packet
size for compression, FEC, combined and without any of them. From these two graphs it
is found that the combined method compression and FEC does not increase the energy
efficiency. The payload and header compression shows the most energy efficiency. How-
ever, in terms of PER the FEC method with the compression has the lowest PER. As a
consequence, higher efficiency can be achieved for larger packets (here MTU splitting is
not considered). If MTU (100 bytes) splitting is considered then for the FEC, 511 bytes
will be maximum transferable packet size (see section 5.1.3). To analyze the impact of
FEC and compression combined method and the compression methods are compared for
the multi-hop network in figure 5.16. From figure 5.16 it is found that whenever the
number of hops increases the energy efficiency becomes higher for the FEC than com-
pression. Hence, it can be stated that compression is energy efficient and better for the
smaller packet sizes and single hop network whereas the FEC and compression combined
method is efficient for the multi-hop topology network.
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of energy efficiency for multiple hops between compression and
compression-error correction combined method when BER=10−4
5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter the impact of the compression and FEC is investigated in terms of energy
efficiency. It is found that FEC is an inefficient method for the smaller packets and single
hop topology network. Whereas for the bigger packets and multi-hop topology network
it is reliable and energy efficient. Hence, larger MTU size would be better for the FEC
method. Then, packet split will occur for very large packets and high energy efficiency
can be achieved for the bigger packets which is not possible in a noisy channel without
FEC.
Compared with compression method header and payload combined compression is
found as the most efficient method for the smaller packet sizes in a single hop topology
network. But for the multi-hop and bigger packet sizes, the energy efficiency is less than
FEC. Therefore, according to the requirements and network scenario different optimal
packet size needs to be defined and techniques need to be adopted to increase energy
efficiency.
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Chapter 6
Optimal Packet Size Estimation
for Congested Channel
In this chapter energy efficient optimal packet size is estimated for multiple sources in a
contending congested channel. Energy efficiency estimation for optimal packet size with
multiple sources is significant. In an ad hoc network, whenever multiple nodes start to
transmit at the same time, the packets from different nodes collided with each other.
The collided packet does not reach to its destination; it becomes lost in the medium. As
a result packet loss rate increases and performance deteriorates. Dynamic scheduling is
needed to synchronize the packet transmission and fair access allocation time between
the nodes. The IEEE 802.11 is a standard protocol for the WLAN provides the dynamic
scheduling for multiple nodes. In this chapter collision probability is investigated and
energy efficient optimal packet size is estimated for multiple sources of WLAN.
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6.1 IEEE 802.11 MAC Protocol for Scheduling and Syn-
chronization
IEEE 802.11 protocol [Bia00, TC01, TSKC96, MCBT05] is defined in two layers: MAC
and PHY layer. The MAC layer determines how the channel is going to be used between
the ad hoc nodes. It synchronizes the packet transmission time and fair access scheduling
between WLAN nodes. Specifically the 802.11 MAC is called Distributed Coordination
Function (DCF). DCF [MCBT05] uses two types of scheduling scheme to prevent data
collision. One is called basic scheme which is defined by default another one is called
RTS-CTS. The Basic scheme is a two way handshaking policy where data packet from
the source node is preceded by an ACK packet from the destination node. Since in the
wireless medium source node cannot determine successful reception of the transmitted
data, ACK packet ensures the confirmation.
In RTS-CTS method a RTS packet is broadcasted by the source node (if the channels
remains free or idle for a specific time period). Then the destination node replies back
with a CTS packet. After that the data packet is transmitted and then a confirmation
acknowledgment packet is sent by the destination node. Through this way a successful
transmission is preceded. During one whole transmission period (RTS-CTS-DATA-ACK)
the neighbor nodes remains quiet and suppress their transmission for the entire period.
In a busy channel the source nodes wait and listen the channel until its become free.
If multiple nodes become active at the same time and start to transmit their packet,
the packet collides with each other with the neighbor nodes and transmission becomes
unsuccessful. Whenever any transmission becomes unsuccessful or any transmission at-
tempt is failed, the node starts waiting for an exponential random backoff time. Random
backoff counter time (BA) can be described as below [TSKC96]
BA = (CW ∗ random()) ∗ S (6.1)
where S represents the slot time, which is one unit of time defined in the physical layer.
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The CW defines the contention window size, random() is a random number generator
function which generates value between 0 and 1. The typical value of CW stays between
32 (CWmin) to 1024 (CWmax). For any i times of unsuccessful transmission the window
size will be CWi which is given by [Bia00, TC01]
CWi = 2
iCWmin; i = [0, 1, ...m] (6.2)
Hence, for each failed attempt the backoff window time increases exponentially. When-
ever it reaches to maximum (m = 5) the backoff window size becomes constant. If the
retry limit exceeds the maximum retry limit (5 for Basic scheme and 7 for RTS-CTS)
the frame is discarded.
Whenever the waiting node senses the channel is free, it starts decreasing the backoff
counter. The waiting node holds back transmission until the backoff counter reaches
zero. If the channel becomes busy within the backoff decrement countdown, the node
freezes the timer and waits for the channel to be free again. After every successful packet
transmission, each node waits for a random backoff time before the next transmission
attempt. It gives chance the other waiting nodes to get access to the channel and allow
fair channel access allocation among the neighbour.
6.2 Multiple Nodes Transmission of WLAN in Noisy Chan-
nel Condition
The ad hoc wireless network is comparatively noisy and error prone. Since, the 802.11
MAC protocol needs to operate in the noisy channel therefore to estimate the energy
efficiency and optimal packet size, the PER needs to be estimated. Let us consider a
noisy network with n number of ad hoc nodes with random topology. All the nodes
are within their transmission range. With the IEEE802.11 MAC protocol DCF function
RTS-CTS or Basic scheme, each node can observe one of the following conditions in a
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noisy channel
1. RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK frame corruption due to bad channel condition and due to
fail transmission the nodes start to wait for random backoff time and restart the
whole process (RTS-CTS-DATA-ACK) again.
For the basic scheme, DATA/ACK frame corruption due to bad channel condition.
The corrupted packet will be discarded and random backoff will commence.
2. RTS frame collision due to two or more nodes transmitting RTS frames within the
same time slot and then start to wait for a random backoff time.
For the Basic scheme, DATA-DATA frame collision due to two or more nodes
transmitting DATA frames in the same time slot and the collided nodes begin a
random backoff countdown.
3. Successful transmission of a frame (RTS, CTS, DATA, ACK transmitted and re-
ceived successfully) or successful transmission of a frame with the Basic scheme
(DATA, ACK transmitted and received successfully).
Hence, whether it is Basic or RTS-CTS scheme, every transmission is dependent on
multiple number of packets. For the basic scheme the transmission of one data packet
depends on the correct transmission of the DATA and ACK packet. For the RTS-CTS
scheme, one successful transmission depends on the successful transmission of RTS, CTS,
DATA and ACK packet. Hence, to estimate the packet loss rate of these two scheme
in a noisy channel, the probability of different packet loss (RTS, CTS, DATA, ACK) is
needed to define for a single packet transmission.
Considering the noisy channel condition for the RTS-CTS scheme four conditions can
possible which is defined as below
• Either the RTS is corrupted: p1
• RTS successful but CTS corrupted: p2
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• RTS-CTS successful but Data corrupted: p3
• RTS-CTS-Data successful but ACK corrupted: p4
That yield as below [SYHH09, SYHH10]
p1 = pr
p2 = pc(1− pr)
p3 = pd(1− pc)(1− pr)
p4 = pa(1− pd)(1− pc)(1− pr) (6.3)
Where pr, pc, pd and pa are the error probabilities (PER) for the RTS, CTS, DATA and
ACK packets. These parameters can be simplified as
pr/c/d/a = 1− (1− ber)Lrts/cts/data/ack (6.4)
Where, Ldata is (α + ` + τ) the total packet size of data packet (see equation 4.3 for
detail). Similarly Lrts/cts/ack are the packet sizes of RTS, CTS and ACK packets.
The total PER for the RTS-CTS (P rcerr) and Basic scheme (P
b
err) is given by [SYHH09,
SYHH10]
P rcerr = p1 + p2 + p3 + p4
P berr = pd + p5
p5 = pa(1− pd) (6.5)
6.3 Energy Efficiency Estimation with 802.11 MAC
To estimate the energy efficiency for WLAN 802.11 MAC protocol, at the beginning it
is assumed, MAC protocol works perfectly and there is not packet collision within the
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network. Since, the wireless channel is error prone, in a noisy channel there will be
packet loss due to packet corruption. In the previous section in equation 6.3 and 6.5
the error probabilities for RTS, CTS, DATA and ACK packet is described for a collision
free noisy channel. In this section, energy cost of those different scenarios is estimated
to calculate the energy efficiency.
For the Basic scheme three cases can be possible for a single packet transmission
successfully in a noisy channel.
1. n number of DATA packets can be corrupted for a single successful packet trans-
mission. The average PER for the DATA packet can be estimated from pd (see
equation (6.4)). Lets assume, the energy cost for this amount of packet loss (pd)
is x.
2. Then, if the DATA packet is received successfully after that n number of ACK
packets can be corrupted. Similarly, the packet error rate for the ACK is pa.
Then, considering the packet loss for pa the energy cost is y.
3. After that successful transmission of a DATA and ACK packet. The energy cost
for this type of event is z.
Above three different energy cost x, y and z is expressed as
x = (kj × Ldata × pd)
y = (kj × ((1− pd)× Ldata + p5 × Lack))
z = (kj × ((1− pd)× Ldata + (1− pd)× (1− pa)× Lack)) (6.6)
where kj is the energy required to communicate a single bit (see equation (4.2) of sec-
tion 4.2).
The energy efficiency is a energy throughput of energy out and energy in. To estimate
the energy efficiency the equation (4.3) and (4.7) of chapter 4 are followed. The numera-
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tor in the energy efficiency equation is a product of payload and reliability of the channel
which is similar to equation (4.7). But the denominator is different. Because multiple
number of RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK packets can be lost for a single packet transmission
successfully. The energy efficiency of Basic and RTS-CTS scheme are defined as ηbasic
and ηrts−cts. That yield
ηbasic =
kj × `× (1− P berr)
(x+ y + z)
(6.7)
Similar to ηbasic to estimate the energy efficiency for the RTS-CTS (ηrts−cts), it is needed
to define how many number of packets can be corrupted to transmit a single data packet
successfully in the noisy channel (which is showed in previous section in equation (6.3)).
Hence, energy cost is needed to estimate for each possible scenarios. For the RTS-CTS
scheme five cases can be possible. The energy cost for these scenarios is expressed as
1. n number of RTS packet can be corrupted for a single successful packet transmis-
sion. It is assumed, the energy cost for this event a
2. After that if the RTS packet is received successfully then n number of CTS packet
can be corrupted. The energy spent for this event is assumed b
3. Next, if the RTS, CTS packets are received successfully after that n number of
DATA packets can be corrupted. The amount of energy cost is considered c.
4. If the RTS, CTS, DATA packets are received successfully then n number of ACK
packets can be corrupted. The energy cost is d.
5. Finally, one successful transmission of a RTS-CTS-DATA-ACK packet. The energy
cost for this successful event is e.
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Figure 6.1: Energy efficiency analysis with the MAC protocol for the Basic and RTS-CTS
scheme for two different BER
The above energy cost for different scenarios is simplified as
a = kj × Lrts × pr
b = kj × (Lrts × (1− pr) + Lcts × p2)
c = kj × (Lrts × (1− pr) + Lcts × (1− pr)(1− pc) + Ldata × p3)
d = kj × (Lrts × (1− pr) + Lcts × (1− pr)(1− pc) + Ldata(1− pr)(1− pc)(1− pd)
+ Lack × p4)
e = kj × (Lrts × (1− pr) + Lcts × (1− pr)(1− pc) + Ldata(1− pr)(1− pc)(1− pd)
+ Lack(1− pr)(1− pc)(1− pd)(1− pa)) (6.8)
Therefore, the energy efficiency equation for the RTS-CTS scheme ηrts−cts yield as
ηrts−cts =
`× (1− P rcerr)
a+ b+ c+ d+ e
(6.9)
In figure 6.1 the energy efficiency is compared between the RTS-CTS and for the Basic
methods. Energy efficient optimal packet size is pointed with arrows and ′s′ represents
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the optimal packet size. Only for the noisy channel condition (when BER is 10−4)
optimal packet size is shown with arrows. For the good channel condition the most
energy efficient optimal packet size is the MTU size packet. Since, it is showed in
chapter 4 that more than the MTU size, packets are split apart and become multiple
packets with individual headers and trailers. The larger packets more than the MTU not
only increases the overhead also increases PER. Therefore, in the good channel condition,
the MTU becomes the most efficient packet size.
One observation from this figure is for the noisy channel with high BER, the energy
efficiency become flat for a large range of packet sizes. Therefore, it is stated that
although there is an optimum point for a specific packet size from 450 bytes to 1000
bytes all the packets are more than 20% energy efficient. Whereas the most energy
efficient packet size is 662 bytes that has a 24% energy efficiency. Therefore, if the
packets have more than 400 bytes almost maximum efficiency can be achieved without
applying the exact optimal packet size. The same phenomenon happens for the Basic
scheme as well which is an advantage. Because without using exact optimal packet size,
by using an optimum range of packet size will provide more flexibility to choose any
packet size from a range, those have almost similar energy efficiency.
The energy consumption of the theoretical model is compared with the simulated
network model. The theoretical energy consumption for a single packet is given in the
denominator part of equation (6.7) and (6.9) for the Basic and RTS-CTS scheme. To
compare the energy cost, it is assumed the channel has very low noise, there is not any
packet loss (due to packet error or packet collision).
The energy cost for a single data packet is estimated from the simulation and showed
in figure 6.2. It is found that the results matches properly for the smaller packet sizes
and the standard deviations are also low. But for the higher packet sizes the deviations
are large. In figure 6.2 it is found that for the packet loss free channel with multiple
source node the theoretical model matches with the simulated model.
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Figure 6.2: Energy cost comparison with the theoretical model and the simulated network
with BER 10−5
6.3.1 PER Comparison for the Simulated 802.11 WLAN
To compare the theoretical PER results of equation (6.5) with simulation results a small
network is created with three nodes. The nodes are within their transmission range and
each node act as a source node with poisson source UDP traffic. Since, it is assumed in
this model that there is not any collision between the nodes, only packet loss happens
due to channel noise for the corresponding packet error. In the simulation the nodes
are set with low data rate and all the nodes are within the transmission range of each
other. There is no hidden nodes in the network. Hidden node is the situation where
neighbour nodes are not visible to each other but during the transmission their packets
can collide. The Hidden nodes problem can be resolved by the RTS-CTS scheme [TC01,
Bia00, HT06]. But, it costs two more control packets. Hence, for the Basic scheme the
simulation scenario is set such a way that all the nodes are within their transmission
range. The data rate is very low compared to bandwidth limit and queue size in each
node is very large. Packet loss can only occur due to packet errors and no collision
happens.
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Figure 6.3: PER comparison between the theoretical model and the simulated network
of a low noisy channel
In figure 6.3 the packet loss rate between the simulated results and theoretical results
for the corrupted packets are shown. From the comparison it is found that for the good
channel condition the PER matches with the theoretical model with low deviation. In
figure 6.4 the PER is compared for the RTS-CTS and Basic methods for various number
of nodes for comparatively more noisy channel (BER 10−5). In this figure 6.4 within
the legend R/C and BS represents RTS-CTS and Basic scheme. Figure 6.4 shows that
increasing the number of nodes does not increase the PER. Since, for the multiple nodes
MAC scheduler allows only one node to transmit packets at a certain time. Therefore, the
overall packet loss rate remains the same and it does not create any impact on the packet
loss rate for different number of nodes. However, for the noisy channel with high PER
it is found that the theoretical model does not match properly with the simulation. For
lower PER the theoretical results match with the simulated results with low deviation.
For high PER, the simulated PER is higher than the theoretical estimated PER and also
the deviation is very high which is identical to figure 6.2.
For the larger packets to achieve a fixed given data rate, less number of packets are
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Figure 6.4: Energy cost comparison with the theoretical model and the simulated network
for BER 10−5
needed to generate by the source node. Whereas for the sorter packet more number
packets are needed to achieve the same data rate. Therefore, for the bigger packets due
to less number of packets deviation become larger.
6.4 Packet Loss Rate Estimation for Multiple Sources Con-
sidering Packet Collision and Packet Corruption
To estimate the collision probability, it is vital to measure the total packet loss rate
of the WLAN networks. For the collision probability estimation of WLAN networks,
most of the previous research [Bia00, TC01, TSKC96, MCBT05] follows similar strategy.
However, there are some differences in average backoff time estimation. In this section
the collision probability is estimated and put into context with previous research.
In [TC01] the channel has been assumed as saturated, where some packets always
remains in the nodes queue to be transmitted. Each transmission has collision probability
p, hence, the success probability is (1 − p). If the first transmission attempt fails, the
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probability of transmitting the packet successfully on the second attempt will be p(1−p).
Every packet transmission is preceded after a backoff. Each collision creates a backoff
countdown which repeats until it reaches the maximum limit. Therefore, average backoff
counter can be estimated from CW−12 . Each node transmits a packet multiple times
to send it successfully. Whenever there is an unsuccessful transmission, the backoff
window size increases. If the transmission attempt fails continuously then the window
size increases till the maximum value of m becomes CWmax. Hence, it has been assumed
that the number of transmissions to transmit a packet successfully is a geometrical
distribution.
The average backoff window size has been considered BK. The probability of collision
between two nodes would be 1
BK
. The probability of getting a free time slot during
transmission when all the neighbour nodes are quiet is given by (1− 1
BK
)(n−1). Therefore,
the probability of packets are getting collided due to multiple nodes are trying to transmit
at the same time is given by [TC01, HT06]
Pcol = 1−
(
1− 1
BK
)(n−1)
(6.10)
In [TC01, HT06] the average backoff window BK is considered. However, in their esti-
mation the retry limit has not been considered. Considering the retry limit the average
backoff window has been estimated in [XA04, JXA05]. In [XA04] the average backoff
timer is (CWi−1)2 where CWi is the ith number of backoff. Hence, for the four-way hand-
shaking with RTS and CTS, when (i > m), the number of maximum backoff retry limit
is 7, which is defined as SRC. For m number of collisions BK can be computed for the
RTS-CTS as below [HT06]
BKrts−cts =
m∑
i=0
CWi − 1
2
psrc +
SRC∑
i=m+1
CWm − 1
2
psrc (6.11)
For the Basic scheme the retry limit is 4 defined as LRC and expressed in [TC01, HT06]
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as below
BKbasic =
LRC∑
i=0
CWi − 1
2
psbas (6.12)
Where, psbas and p
s
rc are the probability to send a packet successfully after i times of
unsuccessful transmission due to collision which is given by [XA04, CCG00]
psbas = (P
b
col)
i(1− P bcol)
psrc = (P
rc
col)
i(1− P rccol) (6.13)
Considering that the occurrence of a collision and packet error are independent. The
probability of successful transmission in the error-prone channel can be given by [XA04,
CCG00] as below
P sucbasic = (1− P berr)(1− P bcol)
P sucrts−cts = (1− P rcerr)(1− P rccol) (6.14)
Hence, P sucbasic and P
suc
rts−cts represents the reliability of the channel of Basic and RTS-CTS
schemes.
6.4.1 Energy Cost Estimation of Basic and RTS-CTS schemes for Var-
ious Scenarios
To estimate the energy efficiency, energy cost for the different scenarios is needed to be
estimated. Similar to section 6.2 for the Basic scheme three cases can be possible for
a single packet transmission successfully. At the following, three different cases for the
Basic scheme is explained and energy cost is estimated.
1. Either n number of DATA packet can be corrupted or collided for a single successful
packet transmission. For the n number of DATA packet loss, lets assume the energy
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cost is x.
2. If DATA packet is received successfully after that n number of ACK packets can
be corrupted. Since, the average PER for the ACK packet is known pa. Hence, the
average PER for the ACK can be estimated and assume that the estimated energy
cost is y.
3. One successful transmission of a DATA and ACK packet. The energy cost for this
event is z.
The energy cost (x, y, z) are simplified as
x = kj × (Ldata × pd × P bcol + Ldata × (1− pd)× P bcol + Ldata × pd × (1− P bcol))
y = kj × ((1− pd)(1− P bcol)× Ldata + p5 × Lack)
z = kj × ((1− pd)(1− P bcol)× Ldata + (1− pd)× (1− pa)× Lack) (6.15)
It is assumed, if the data packet is received successfully from source node to the destina-
tion node, then all the neighbour nodes are acknowledged that the channel is occupied.
Therefore, the neighbour nodes suppress their packet transmission until successful deliv-
ery of ACK packet from the destination node to the source node. As a result, there will
not be any collision for the ACK packet. Similarly, for the RTS-CTS scheme there will
be no collision for the CTS, DATA and ACK packets.
The energy efficiency equation for the Basic scheme will be similar to equation (6.7).
After using the equation (6.15) and for high collision probability (50%) the efficiency is
estimated and plotted in figure 6.5.
To estimate the energy efficiency for the RTS-CTS scheme, also similar procedure is
followed. The energy cost for different scenarios are estimated separately and after that
the energy cost is simplified. For the RTS-CTS five cases can be possible for a single
packet transmission successfully which are given below
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1. At the beginning of the handshaking process n number of RTS packet can be
corrupted or collided for a single successful packet transmission. The energy cost
for this event is assumed a.
2. Then, if RTS packet is received successfully after that n number of CTS packet
can be corrupted for a single successful packet transmission. The energy cost is b
3. If RTS, CTS packets are received successfully after that n number of DATA packets
can be corrupted.The energy cost for this event is assumed c.
4. After that, if RTS, CTS, DATA packets are received successfully consequently after
that n number of ACK packets can be corrupted. This is assumed as d.
5. Finally, one successful transmission of a RTS-CTS-DATA-ACK packet. The energy
cost is considered e.
Hence, the energy cost can be estimated as below
a = kj × Lrts × pr × P rccol
b = kj × (Lrts × (1− pr)(1− P rccol) + Lcts × p2)
c = kj × (Lrts × (1− pr)(1− P rccol) + Lcts × (1− pr)(1− P rccol)(1− pc) + Ldata × p3)
d = kj × (Lrts × (1− pr)(1− P rccol) + Lcts × (1− pr)(1− P rccol)(1− pc)
+ Ldata(1− pr)(1− P rccol)(1− pc)(1− pd) + Lack × p4)
e = kj × (Lrts × (1− pr)(1− P rccol) + Lcts × (1− pr)(1− P rccol)(1− pc)
+ Ldata(1− pr)(1− P rccol)(1− pc)(1− pd)
+ Lack(1− pr)(1− P rccol)(1− pc)(1− pd)(1− pa)) (6.16)
The energy efficiency for the RTS-CTS scheme is estimated from equation (6.9). From
figure 6.5 it is found that the energy efficiency does not decrease even after including
the collision probability. Also similar to figure 6.1 the energy efficiency remains flat for
larger range of packet sizes for the noisy channel and for the good channel condition the
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Figure 6.5: Energy efficient packet size estimation with the MAC protocol for different
channel condition
optimal packet size becomes the MTU size packet.
In figure 6.1 and figure 6.5 energy efficient optimal packet size are estimated. How-
ever, from the numerical estimation model, it found that for a large range of packet
size energy efficiency remains similar. Hence, this range of packet size can be used as
an optimal size. To compare the numerical results with the simulated results, packet
collision probability needs to investigate. In the next section the collision probability is
investigated considering various parameters and different scenario.
6.5 Collision Rate Investigation for Various Packet Sizes
Through Simulation
The packet collision rate has impact on the packet loss rate. Since, the packet loss rate
depends on the packet size therefore packet size can be an effective parameter for packet
collision. However, it is already stated by some researches that collision probability
depends on the number of contending nodes within the channel, backoff window size,
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Figure 6.6: Collision probability investigation for different channel condition for RTS-
CTS method with 5 nodes star topology
retry count and slot size [TC01, HT06]. Collision probability does not depend on the
packet size. But in [VA08] Vuran and Akayldiz has been showed that packet size has
an impact over the collision probability. Since packet size has an impact over the traffic
rate and transmission period.
Packet size has a direct relation with the packet loss rate and due to packet loss
in the channel the packets are retransmitted by the MAC scheduler. The retransmitted
packet increased the total number of packets and therefore increases the chance of packet
collision. To find out the relationship between the collision rate and the packet size in the
error prone channel several simulations were done. The results are plotted in figure 6.6.
In figure 6.6 the number of collisions are shown for various packets. For the good channel
condition whenever BER is 10−6 or BER is very low (no BER), 800 bytes packet size
shows the highest collision rate. After that the collision rate starts to decrease or become
flat. The reason is, 800 bytes or more than 800 bytes packet size, the channel become
congested. In the congested channel there is not more packets to collided with. In this
experiment the channel bandwidth is considered 2Mbit/sec and fixed packet interval
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0.036 is used. Hence, it generates 27 packets per second. For the higher bandwidth there
will be very low collision rate and changing the packet interval rate increase or decrease
the bandwidth utilization. For higher interval rate collision probability increases. But
at the same time maximum channel utilization level is reached very quickly and for the
lower rate it will show the opposite characteristic. Therefore, the bandwidth and packets
per second generation rate is chosen such a way that channel saturation become visible
clearly for different packet size.
Since the packet interval rate is fixed, whether it is smaller or bigger packets, same
number of packets generate by the nodes. As a result, for the bigger packets the channel
become congested. Due to the channel congestion extra packets can not be transmitted,
it remains in the nodes’ queue. Hence, whenever the packet size become 800 bytes or
more, the number of collision become saturated.
In the noisy channel condition when BER is 10−5, the highest collision rate is shown
by 700 bytes packet size. After that it starts to decrease sharply. Because whenever there
is packet loss due to the noisy channel, the nodes go to backoff stage for each packet loss.
As the packet size increases in the noisy channel, the PER increases gradually. If there
is more packet loss, the nodes remains most of time in backoff stage and the chance of
a collision happening are very low. Therefore, for the larger packets the collision rate
become low.
For BER 10−5 collision rate is higher than BER 10−4. The reason is with 10−4 BER
the PER becomes so high that the nodes remains most of the time in backoff stage and
therefore there is less packets to collide with. For 10−5 BER the saturation is reached at
600 bytes because of excessive packet loss and, therefore after that, increasing the packet
size only decreases the packet collision rate. Hence, one observation from this figure is
that whenever the PER is high the collision rate is low and for low PER the collision
rate is high.
Another observation is collision rate increases for the high data transmission rate
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Figure 6.7: Collision probability investigation in different channel condition with 40Kb
data rate for RTS-CTS method with 5 nodes star topology
within the congested channel with less BER. Hence, if fixed data rate is used in that
case for the larger packets the collision rate should be less than the smaller packet sizes.
Because to achieve the given data rate with the smaller packet sizes the nodes need to
send large number of packets. More number of packets will increase the probability of
packet collision.
To estimate the collision probability with fixed data rate for various packet size
experiment is done and results are shown in figure 6.7. From figure 6.7 it is found that
for the high BER 10−4, since the PER becomes very high, as a consequence the nodes
remains most of the time in back off state and the collision rate becomes very low. But,
for the smaller packet sizes the collision rate is very high. The collision rate follows
linear trend for bigger packet size more than the 400 bytes. Therefore, for a fixed data
rate application, if 400 bytes or more than 400 bytes packet size is used, then it would
generate maximum 5% collision rate only. Hence, it can be stated that more than 400
bytes packet sizes are more efficient in terms of collision rate.
Hence, we have found that PER has an inverse impact over packet collision rate.
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Figure 6.8: A dumbbell topology to observe the packet collision and packet corruption
Lower PER increases the collision probability and higher PER decreases the collision
probability. In a fixed data rate condition smaller size packets generate high collision rate
(figure 6.6) whereas for the fixed packets per second condition bigger packets generates
high collision rate (figure 6.7). Since, packet size has a direct relation with the PER.
Therefore, packet size has a relation with collision probability.
6.6 Simulation Based Optimal Packet Size Estimation for
Multiple Hops and Multiple Source Scenario
For the linear chain multi-hop scenario energy efficient optimal packet size is estimated in
section 4.4 in chapter 4. However, that estimation only includes single source multi-hop
transmission without MAC scheduler. In this section optimal packet size is estimated
for multiple sources for the multi-hop scenarios with the MAC protocol. To estimate
an optimal packet size for multi-hop multi source scenario a simulation based distinct
approach is shown.
A dumbbell topology is created like figure 6.8. In total 7 nodes and 3 sources. Two
nodes (node n1 and n7) are communicating at the longest distance and at the middle,
there is one pair of node (node n4 and n5) communicating with each other. Each source
node is attached with a poisson source UDP traffic. The channel bandwidth is limited
to 2Mbit/sec and data rate is fixed. Hence, during the transmission between the nodes,
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channel become congested as the packet size increases.
Since it is showed in the previous chapter that in the congested channel, collision rate
reaches to its maximum then it starts to deteriorate. Through this experiment for various
packet sizes collision rate is investigated for multi-hop scenario. After that for the same
network packet error rate is estimated for different packet sizes. It is already explained
in the previous sections that PER and collision rate shows opposite characteristics for
various packet sizes. Hence, if a chart is plotted against packet size for packet collision
and packet corruption, this two types of packet loss rate should intersect each other and
we can get an optimal packet size where packet loss rate for collision and corruption will
be low.
From the experiment results a chart is drawn in figure 6.9. From the simulation
results from figure 6.9 it is found that roughly 200 to 400 bytes packet sizes are the most
efficient packet size and have low packet loss considering packet collision and corruption.
From the previous literature study, we have found that in [VA08] Vuran and Akyildiz
and in [TC01] Wang and Yin estimated optimal packet size in a congested channel 250
bytes and 400 bytes. Hence, our simulation based result matches with the previous
research.
6.7 Conclusion
Since 802.11 MAC is a well known scheduling protocol, optimal packet size is investigated
for multiple source ad hoc networks for 802.11 WLAN. It is found that for the good
channel condition bigger packet sizes are more energy efficient whereas for the noisy
channel condition the energy efficiency become flat for a longer range of packet sizes.
Hence, using bigger packet sizes more than 400 bytes can be more efficient.
It is found that collision probability does not depend on the packet size directly but
it has an influence over the packet loss rate. Therefore, it can be stated that packet
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Figure 6.9: Collision probability investigation with 40Kb data rate for RTS-CTS method
with 7 nodes dumbbell topology
size has a relation with the data collision rate. In this chapter along with the multiple
sources multi-hop scenario is also analyzed. From simulation results, optimal packet size
is investigated for multi-hop scenarios. Our investigation indicates that approximately
200-400 bytes packet size is the most efficient packet sizes in terms of energy and packet
loss.
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Chapter 7
Energy Efficient VoIP Packet Size
In this chapter we investigate, without degrading the QoS, how much energy efficiency
can be achieved by optimizing packet size for VoIP. FEC and compression are also taken
into consideration to estimate packet size optimization. VoIP service can run on different
wireless networking technologies from traditional cellular network to ad hoc network. We
are particularly interested in WLAN ad hoc network.
7.1 Voice over IP (VoIP)
VoIP [Goo02, DPG00, Com10] is a revolutionary technology and the market of this
service is growing very fast. A study estimates that there are approximately 110 million
VoIP handset phone subscribers in the world [Pau10]. Another estimation says that the
number of wireless (mobile) VoIP users will exceed 100 million by 2013 [Com10]. The
main reason is this VoIP provides the cheapest price for calling. This service is run
by desktop based software applications (such as: Skype [Lim10], Google Talk [Goo10],
Vonage [Von10] etc) or any other VoIP handset phone [Tea11] over wired or wireless
network.
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Table 7-A: Delay Standard Specifications for VoIP
Delay Range Description of the service quality
0 - 150 ms Considered as a good quality service. Acceptable for
most VoIP user applications.
150 - 250 ms Acceptability provided that administrators are aware
of the transmission delay and impact on quality.
250 - 400 ms Severe service interruption and unacceptable.
7.1.1 Challenges of WLAN VoIP
By using the wireless medium, the users can move freely and use the VoIP service via
wireless networks. Compared to the wired network, wireless VoIP provides more flexible
service. However, it has some drawbacks. One of the main problem of wireless VoIP
is QoS, another is the energy constraints of wireless ad hoc nodes [WSL05, CXSM06,
SV10, And09].
7.1.2 QoS
Quality of service (QoS) measures the service based on different parameters like delay,
jitter, packet loss, throughput etc. Since the wireless channels are noisy, QoS is not as
good compared with the wired networks. Hence, QoS improvements for VoIP is a key
research for the network researchers. Moreover, it is very import to ensure that voice
packets are not dropped or lost during the transmission. Some QoS constraints of wire-
less VoIP are described below.
Delay: VoIP is a time sensitive technology. Voice packets must arrive at their des-
tination without interruption and on time. If the end to end delay rises, talkers and
listeners become un-synchronized, and often they speak at the same time, or both wait
for the other to speak. The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) defines three
bands of standard for one-way delay that is shown in Table 7-A [Com]. The overall
delay contains the total one way communication time from bit generation to reaching
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to the destination node. It contains voice encoding and digitization of the analog voice,
payload generation, serialization of the bits and packet formation by adding the headers
at different layers. For good quality of VoIP the total delay should be less than 150ms.
One example of delay estimation is shown in table 7-B [Com]. In this example, packet
is transmitted from VoIP phone to router (see figure 7.1) and then toward the network
clouds where the packet reaches to the destination via different routes.
A Short description of different delays are described below [Com]:
• Coder delay: Coder delay is actually the delay caused to process the voice by
the processor and CODEC. It is product of the algorithmic delay, encoding time
per block and decoding time per block multiplied with number of blocks in frame.
G.729 CODEC generates sample payload size of 10 bytes within 10 ms interval.
For an example, if the payload size is 30 bytes then the encoding delay will be 10ms
and decoding time 1ms per block. Hence, decoding time will be 3ms. According
to the example given in [Com], the algorithmic delay for G.729 CODEC is 5ms.
Hence, the total coder delay becomes 18ms for 30 bytes of 30ms voice coding.
• Packetization delay: This delay is the time taken to fill a packet payload with
encoded/compressed speech. It is a function of the sample block size required by
the encoder and the number of blocks placed in a single frame.
• Serialization delay: The time is taken to place a packet on the physical medium
for transmission. For the high speed LAN serialization delay is as low as 1ms. But
Table 7-B: Overall Delay Estimation Example for G.729 Codec
Delay Type Fixed (ms) Variable (ms)
Coder 18
Packetization 30
Queue/Buffering 8
Serialization 5
Network 40 25
De-jitter Buffer 45
Total Delay 138
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Figure 7.1: An instance of a network to estimate the VoIP delay
for the low rate LAN serialization delay cost is higher. WLAN can support high
data transmission rate hence it is reasonable to assume very low delay 1ms only.
• De-jitter Buffer delay: The de-jitter buffer transforms the variable delay into a
fixed delay. It holds the first sample received for a period of time before it plays it
out.
• Network delay: The network delay contains several delays such as channel con-
tention delay, routing delay, propagation delay etc. In the example given in ta-
ble 7-B the packets have been forwarded from source node to the destination via
network clouds. The network delay is assumed 45ms. However it will be differ-
ent for different network scenarios. In our case the network delay is estimated
separately.
Another QoS factor is the packet loss. Since, the wireless channel is frail to noise.
During the noisy channel condition, the packet loss rate becomes higher than the wired
network. A small percentage of packet loss ensures a high quality of VoIP. According to
Karapantazis and Stylianos [KP09] and from other research papers [WSL05, CXSM06,
SV10, And09] it is estimated that the packet loss rate for the VoIP should not be more
than 3%.
7.1.3 Energy Constraints
VoIP service can run on different technologies such as: wired or wireless, WiFi or cellu-
lar. Due to the availability and the high usages we are interested in the WLAN WiFi
networks. WLAN WNIC is a highly resource consuming component. To run the VoIP
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service for longer time continuously energy efficiency is crucial.
After maintaining the QoS the WLAN VoIP service needs to be energy efficient. To
improve the energy efficiency several approaches have been proposed [JSAC01]. But
specifically for the wireless VoIP service energy efficient methods are very few [NG10,
CSE04]. Most of the research major concern for VoIP technology was about Quality
of Service (QoS) [Har03]. Energy awareness has not been a major research concern for
VoIP in WLANs. Among the few researches for the energy efficient WLAN VoIP, the
sleep and wake up algorithm has been published in [NG10, NG08]. The basic strategy
is to turn on and off the WNIC card and keep the most power consuming component
in sleep mode as much time as possible to save energy. Hence the energy consumption
by the WNIC will be less during the idle period. But it is difficult to predict when
exactly the node has to wake up to receive packets. If the node does not wake up at
the right time the service will be interrupted and as a consequence the technique would
be worthless for VoIP. A standard solution Power Saving Mode (PSM) protocol has
been proposed in [NG10, IEE99] where PSM allows the node to go to lower power sleep
mode while it is not transmitting or receiving any packet and during that time access
point (AP) [IEE99] buffers the packet destined for the sleeping node. So, their [NG10]
presumption was that AP is reconfigurable and can be modified which is not practical in
real case [LDL10]. In order to save energy the authors of [ACW+07, LDL10] have shown
that powering off the WNIC and wake it up increases the energy efficiency significantly.
But their proposed method is relied on the traditional GSM network [LDL10] and 3G
technology [ACW+07]. Hence, in their estimations [ACW+07, LDL10, NG10] ad hoc
network is actually dependent on traditional infrastructure [ACW+07, LDL10] or fixed
AP [NG10]. Therefore, ad hoc network in the infrastructure-less environment such as
temporary VoIP network for collaboration between volunteers for disaster recovery or
in the battle field these energy efficient methods would not be compatible. Hence an
optimization is needed to guarantee standard QoS and increase the energy efficiency for
the wireless VoIP networks. In this thesis optimized packet size is estimated for the
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wireless VoIP to increase energy efficiency without degrading the QoS.
7.2 Energy Cost Estimation of a Single VoIP Packet
Energy consumption for a single bit is estimated in this section. Our analysis starts with
the assumption that two VoIP users are communicating with each other in a WLAN.
The nodes are within their communication range. The energy consumption to transmit
a VoIP packet of m bits over distance d, can be expressed as [ZR04]
EL(m, d) = Etx(m, d) + Erx(m, d) + nEcodec(m) (7.1)
where, Etx, Erx are the radio transceiver and receiver energy consumption and Ecodec
represents the CODEC energy required to encode and decode one packet respectively.
n is the number of CODEC sample block [NNP10] within a packet. Based on the radio
power consumption expressed in [SAM03, KS06, KSPR04] energy (Eb) is required to
communicate one single bit across a single hop is given by
Eb = Etx + Erx +
Ecodec
`
(7.2)
where ` represents the size of the payload (bits) of a VoIP packet for a single block
(here n = 1). To estimate the energy cost of Eb in equation (7.2) energy cost for
the Etx, Erx and Ecodec are needed to estimate. Etx and Erx are simplified later in
this section.The energy cost for the VoIP CODEC Ecodec is estimated according to the
following paragraph.
The authors of [NNP10] Naeem and Vinod have been estimated the energy consump-
tion of G.711 CODEC is 45.56 mWh (per minute) for Lenovo SL400 Laptop. G.711
CODEC rate is 64 Kbps and sends 50 packets/sec in average. Hence, from their es-
timation the energy cost of G.711 CODEC Ecodec/bit is estimated 3.3 × 10−12 J/bit.
Similarly the energy cost of G.729 (8Kbps) and G.723 (6.3Kbps) CODECs are esti-
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mated 2.35× 10−11 J/bit and 2.63× 10−11 J/bit respectively. However, in this chapter
all the analysis is estimated only for the G.711 CODEC. Because this CODEC generates
the largest sample payload within short time interval from input voice. Therefore, the
overhead of this CODEC is low (see section 2.2.1 of chapter 2) comparing to the other
CODEC. The energy per bit Eb of equation (7.2) can be simplified as below
Eb = Etx + Erx +
nEcodec
`
=
1
`
(
(Ptx)
L
R
)
+
1
`
(
(Prx)
L
R
)
+
nEcodec
`
=
L
`
(
Ptx + Prx
R
)
+
nEcodec
`
= kj
(
α+ `+ τ
`
)
+
nEcodec
`
= kj + kj
(
α+ τ
`
)
+
nEcodec
`
(7.3)
Where,
kj =
(Ptx + Prx)
R
(7.4)
The value of kj is estimated from section 4.2 of chapter 4.
7.3 Energy Efficiency Metric for VoIP Packet
For a good channel condition in a specific time, if there is no packet loss then similar
to equation (7.5) of chapter 4 the energy efficiency metric (ηv) for WLAN VoIP can be
expressed as
ηv =
kj`
kj(`+ α) + nEcodec
(7.5)
Since the codec processing cost (Ecodec) is small, larger packets will be more energy
efficient. Because for the larger packets, k` becomes higher (see section 4.2 of chap-
ter 4). But, larger packet sizes are frail to noise and increase delay. Whereas small
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Figure 7.2: Energy efficiency estimation for
WLAN VoIP in different channel condition
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Figure 7.3: PER estimation for WLAN
VoIP in different channel condition
packet sizes are comparatively robust with channel noise but consume higher energy due
to high overhead. Since the usual wireless channel always has some noise during the
communication. The larger packet sizes have higher probability of being corrupted. The
corrupted packets might be lost or dropped by the destination node. That causes call
drop or unwanted noise in VoIP communication. So, a trade-off is needed to find out
the energy efficient optimal packet size that does not degrade the service quality and at
the same time increase energy efficiency. Energy efficient packet size and channel error
relation is given in section 4.2.1 of chapter 4. Considering the channel noise and bit error
rate, the energy efficiency metric (η) can be expressed as below
η =
kj`
kj(`+ α) + nEcodec
(1− p)
=
kj`
kj(`+ α) + nEcodec
(1− b)L (7.6)
where all the expression (p, b, `, α) in equation (7.6) are similar to equation (4.3) and (3.1).
Here, p and b represents the PER and BER respectively. In figure 7.2 and 7.3 energy
efficiency and PER are plotted for various payloads of VoIP considering equation (7.6).
The red line in these figures determine that more than the marked level higher payload
sizes breach the QoS, 3% PER. In figure 7.3 for 10−5 BER only 240 bytes is the maxi-
mum limit, more than 240 bytes the PER becomes more than 3%. With 10−6 very high
payload sizes can be sent and PER remains less than 3%. Whenever channel BER is 10−4
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there will be highly service interruption due to high packet loss rate. Hence, considering
the QoS PER limit for an average channel condition almost 70% energy efficiency can
be achieved and optimal packet size is 240 bytes.
7.3.1 Delay Budget and Energy Efficiency
VoIP is a delay sensitive application. For the larger packet size delays become higher.
The larger packets take more time for generation, packetization, transmission etc. As a
result overall delay increases. The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) defines
three bands of standard for one-way delay that is shown in table 7-A. One example of
overall delay estimation for the G.729 CODEC is given in table 7-B. But the given
example is for the wired infrastructure. The packet is transmitted from VoIP phone to
router and then toward the network clouds where the packet might be reached to the
destination via different routes. Whereas in our estimation it is assumed that the packet
is transmitted over the wireless channel and nodes have the routing capability to forward
the packet to the destination. Hence, the coding, packetization, algorithm delays still
can be comparable but the network delay estimation will be different.
Network delay is estimated form the total delay of packet propagation and transmis-
sion delay [GL96]. If the channel is considered contention free then packet propagation
delay can be estimated from (distance between the nodes/speed of light) that gives very
low delay. The transmission delay [GL96] can be estimated from L/R where L is the
packet size in bits and R is the transmission rate (bits/sec). So transmission delay will
be varied according to the payload sizes.
In the CODEC table 2-E (in chapter 2) it is stated that different CODECs generate
different sample payload size. Now, the G.711 CODEC generate 80 bytes of sample
payload for 10ms voice such as: 80, 160, 240, 320, 400, 480, 560 bytes of voice payloads
with an interval of 80 bytes. All the other CODECs generate lower size of sample
payload. Hence, using the G.711 CODEC large payload size can be obtained in short
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Table 7-C: Delay estimation for G.711 CODEC for various payloads
Payload Size (bytes) 80 160 240 320 400 480
Codec delay (ms) 16 27 38 49 60 71
Packetization delay (ms) 10 20 30 40 50 60
Network delay (ms) 16 23 30 38 45 52
De-jitter Buffer delay (ms) 45 45 45 45 45 45
Total delay (ms): 87 115 143 172 200 228
N.B. The fraction values are rounded off to the nearest milliseconds.
period. Therefore, by using the G.711 CODEC higher energy efficiency can be achieved
and delay will be less. Because for the large payloads output energy will be higher (see
section 4.2 of chapter 4).
In table 7-C, for different payloads delays are estimated for G.711 VoIP CODEC
considering Ethernet data rate 87.2Kbps. In this table, serialization delay is not included.
As WLAN allows high data transmission rate and for the high transmission link have
negligible serialization delay (less than 1ms) [Com]. From the delay estimation table 7-C
it is found that more than 240 bytes the delay becomes more than 150ms and breaches
the QoS. Hence, from figure 7.2 and table 7-C we can conclude 240 bytes is the optimal
packet size for VoIP. Because only 240 bytes is the maximum payload that maintains
the PER and delay constraints of VoIP QoS.
7.3.2 FEC and Energy Efficient VoIP Packet Size
In wireless networks packets are lost due to either excessive bit errors caused by unwanted
noise, or congestion in the IP network, or simply excessive delay that cause the receiver
to ignore the corresponding packets. Packets are corrupted due to channel noise and
the bits inside the packet are altered or can be lost totally. In order to correct errors in
VoIP system, there exist the two distinct approaches ARQ (Automatic Repeat Request)
and FEC (Forward Error Correction). In chapter 4 it has been showed that the ARQ
technique is an inefficient system in terms of energy. Whereas FEC is revealed as an
energy efficient method for very large packet size or large multi-hop network without
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Figure 7.4: Energy efficiency and PER comparison for WLAN VoIP with FEC and
without FEC when BER=10−5
considering delay. Hence, this section illustrates is it possible to use the FEC for VoIP to
increase energy efficiency and also delay will be kept within the tolerance level. FEC also
increases delay to generate extra error correction code, packetization, code transmission,
error correction etc. Before starting to estimate the delay for the FEC, the energy
efficiency is estimated at first. Recalling the equation (5.4) from chapter 4 the energy
efficiency η for the VoIP packet can be rewritten as below
η =
kj`
kj(`+ α+ τ) + nEcodec + Edec
×
t∑
i=0
 L
i
 bi(1− b)L−i (7.7)
From equation (7.7) energy efficiency and PER are estimated in figure 7.4. Figure 7.4
shows that with FEC energy efficiency decreases and lower than without FEC for WLAN
VoIP. Since, considering the QoS constraints it is found that most energy efficient packet
size is 240 bytes. In figure 7.4 red line is drawn to mark the level of 3% packet loss
constraints of VoIP QoS and 240 bytes.
The right hand side graph shows that with the FEC, PER becomes very low compared
with optimal packet size without FEC. But with the FEC, only 44% efficiency can be
achieved whereas without using the FEC 25% more energy efficiency can be obtained.
The reason is, if we consider one block of voice payload of G.711 CODEC, then sample
payload will be 80 bytes (640 bit). Considering the block length constraints of FEC
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(n = 2m − 1) the value of m need to be 10 or m ≥ 10. As a result, the block size will
be (210− 1 = 1023). Hence, if kj is the voice payload and n is the total packet size after
the FEC code then the extra overhead will generate (n − k) = 383 that means 37.4%
overhead. Hence, this huge overhead reduces the energy efficiency. Additionally, FEC
includes extra overhead for error correction. As a consequence efficiency drops from 70%
to 44%. Since, in this thesis our main aim is to increase the energy efficiency whereas
FEC has shown poor performance. Therefore, delay is not estimated for FEC further.
7.4 VoIP Packet Compression and Energy Efficiency
Compression involves mathematical algorithms that encode the original packet into a
smaller string of bytes. After sending the smaller encoded packet, the decompression
algorithm on the other end of the link reverses the process, revert the packet back to its
original state. The radio transceiver and receiver needs less bits to transfer which reduce
the energy cost. Moreover, this process increases the chance of utilizing more bandwidth.
As the compressed packet size become smaller than its original form so PER become less
(see section 4.2.1 of chapter 4) as a consequence energy efficiency should be increased.
It has been showed in Cisco website [Com12], header compression method increases
efficiency of VoIP service. Because, the packet header consumes a large amount of
portion in the packet (see chapter 2). It increases the cost for packet transmission.
Hence, by using the compression if the overhead size become less then packet controlling
cost will be lower and that will increase efficiency. In this section header and whole
packet compression is described in terms of energy efficiency and delay.
7.4.1 Energy Cost of Compression Decompression Method
Compression decompression algorithm adds extra delay and processing energy cost.
Hence, the compression technique will be only advantageous if it is found that the overall
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Figure 7.5: Energy efficiency and PER comparison for compression with BER 10−5
delay is within the delay limit (see table 7-A of chapter 2) and the processing energy cost
of compression is lower than the amount of energy saved by the compression technique.
Because when the packet will be compressed the energy cost for the packet transmission
will be lower than without compression. But compression algorithm will add processing
energy cost too to compress the packet. To estimate the processing energy cost of the
compression algorithm, LZO compression algorithm [BA06] is considered (see chapter 2.6
for details). According to [BA06] LZO is a well known efficient compression algorithm
that needs 3 instructions for compressing and decompressing one bit. (two instructions
are for the compression and one is for the decompression). It is showed that a 233MHz
Strong ARM SA-110 processor for one add instructions consumes 6.59× 10−9J in total
including CPU, memory and peripheral computation energy cost. From their estimation
it is found that the energy to compress and decompress only one bit will be
Ecomp = 1.98× 10−8J (7.8)
where Ecomp is the total compression decompression energy cost.
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Figure 7.6: Energy efficiency and PER comparison for compression with BER 10−4
7.4.2 Energy Efficient VoIP Packet Size Estimation with Compression
After including the energy cost for the compression decompression the energy efficiency
(ηcom) will be
ηcom =
kj`com × (1− b)Lcomp
kjLcomp + nEcodec + EcompLcomp
(7.9)
where Lcomp is the compressed packet size, Lcomp = (αcomp + `com) where αcomp is
the compressed header size and `com is the compressed payload size. By using the
compression technique 40 bytes of IP, UDP, and RTP headers can be reduced to 2-4
bytes [Com12] (see section 2.10 of chapter 2.6). If only header compression is considered
then energy efficiency (ηhcom) for the compressed header will be
ηhcom =
k`× (1− b)Lhcomp
kjLhcomp + nEcodec + Ecompαcomp
(7.10)
In this equation (7.9) Lhcomp is the total packet size with the compressed header size,
Lhcomp = (αcomp + `). From equation (7.9) and (7.10) energy efficiency is estimated and
plotted in figure 7.5 and 7.6.
Figure 7.5 and 7.6 each contains two graphs, the figure at left shows the energy
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Figure 7.7: Delay comparisons between header compression and with out compression
for various VoIP payload sizes
efficiency against payload sizes and another one at right shows packet error rate of
corresponding payload sizes. It is found from figure 7.5 that header compression is the
most energy efficient method. In a more noisy channel payload and header compression
shows more energy efficiency but due to high PER (more than 3%) it exceed the QoS
constraints (see figure 7.6).
Since, header compression is observed as the most energy efficient method, delay
is estimated only for header compression further. For header compression technique,
coding and packetization delay remain the same like without compression. Because cod-
ing and packetization delays related with payload not header. But other delays have
impact on header compression such as: serialization, queuing, and network delay de-
creases [OC04, OC12]. However, in our estimation as high data rate WLAN is considered
so serialization does not have much effect. But, the network delay will be varied. The
network delay will reduce for header compression because the packet transmission time
(packet size/data rate) with the short header will be lower. The figure 7.7 shows two
bar graphs, the left hand side graph shows the delays of network delays and compres-
sion algorithm delays and the graph at right shows the total delays comparison between
header compression and without header compression considering all the delays (including
coding, packetization, de-jitter buffer delays). The figure 7.7 shows that header compres-
sion does not improve the overall delays much but due to transmission (network) delay
reduction the compression algorithm delay is equalized. However, after using header
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compression as an advantage more energy efficiency can be achieved. Therefore, header
compression method is a delay tolerant and energy efficient technique for VoIP.
7.5 Energy Efficient VoIP Packet Size for Multi-hop Net-
work
In ad hoc WLAN the nodes do not have a high transmission range. Hence, the source
node forward their packet via multiple hops to send the packet to the destination. Hence,
a long chain can be formed. The intermediate nodes act like as a router to send the packet
to its destination. When packets traverse multiple hops the delay time increases [Com].
Moreover, in the multi-hop route when the packets are forwarded to the destination
through multiple hops the error rate changes (chapter 4) according to the number of
hops and distance between them. As the VoIP service is very sensitive to the delay this
imposes a restriction, how far the packets can travel via a multi-hop route. Moreover,
for the VoIP service the packet error rate needs to be less than 3%.
The packet error rate and reliability function for the linear chain multi-hop topology
has been given in equation (3.15) of chapter 4. Similar to that equation the energy
efficiency for the multiple hops (ηvoipmul ) can be rewritten for the VoIP as below
ηvoipmul =
`(Nkj − Erx)× (1− PER)N
L× (Nkj − Erx) + nEcodec (7.11)
where N is the number of hops traveled by the packet. Table 7-D shows the delay,
energy efficiency and PER for multiple hops for the linear chain topology. From this
table it is found that if VoIP packets traverse more than 2 hops then QoS will not be
satisfied. Also 80 bytes is the most energy efficient packet size considering the PER and
delay constrains of VoIP QoS. Because only for the 80 bytes payload, for the two nodes
multi-hop linear chain, the PER remains within 3% tolerance level 3% and delay is also
within the limit of 150ms.
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Table 7-D: Energy efficient VoIP packet size estimation for G.711 CODEC for multiple
hops
Payload Size (bytes) 80 80 160
Number of hops 2 3 2
Codec delay (ms) 16 16 27
Packetization delay (ms) 10 10 20
Network delay (ms) 32 48 46
De-jitter buffer delay (ms) 75 105 75
Total delay (ms) 133 179 168
Packet Error Rate (PER) 2.7% 4% 4%
Energy efficiency (η) 45% 45% 61%
N.B. The fraction values are rounded off to the nearest milliseconds.
In section 7.3.2 it was show that FEC is not an energy efficient method for the WLAN
VoIP for 80 bytes payload. If FEC is applied for the multi-hop network it is found that
PER become 0.02% from 2.5% and energy efficiency become 25.4% from 49.4%. Since,
the FEC constrains (` = 2m − 1) overhead become so high that it reduces the energy
efficiency. For the other payload sizes the delay become higher than the tolerance level
(150ms) and does not have any scope to use FEC for multi-hop network because the
delay will be increased above the 150ms limit.
7.5.1 Compression for Energy Efficient VoIP Packet Size in Multi-hop
Network
From the previous section 7.4.2 it is found that header compression is an energy efficient
method for the WLAN VoIP and from section 7.5, 80 bytes packet size is found as the
only energy efficient packet size for the two nodes multi-hop network. Hence, if header
compression is applied for the multi-hop network then energy efficiency should improve.
With header compression method the energy efficiency for the multi-hop network can be
expressed as
ηmulh−com =
`(Nkj − Erx)× (1− ber)(αcom+`)N
Lhcom(Nkj − Erx) +NEcomαrtp + nEcodec
(7.12)
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Table 7-E: Header compression comparison for multi-hop network considering energy
efficiency, PER and delays
Header Compression without with with
Payload Size (bytes) 80 80 80
Number of hops 2 2 3
Codec delay (ms) 16 16 16
Packetization delay (ms) 10 10 10
Network delay (ms) 32 25 37
De-jitter buffer delay (ms) 75 75 105
Compression delay (ms) 0 6 6
Total delay (ms) 133 132 174
Packet Error Rate (PER) 2.7% 2.1% 3.16%
Energy efficiency (η) 45% 58.4% 57.8%
N.B. The fraction values are rounded off to the nearest milliseconds.
where, αrtp is the RTP header size which is 40 bytes and αcom is the compressed header
size which is 2 bytes. From table 7-E it is found that if packet traverse more than
two hops then header compression become inefficient considering the QoS constraints of
packet loss and delay limit. Moreover, for the multiple hops the processing energy cost
become higher than the energy saves by header compression. Hence, for the multi-hop
linear chain topology when the packet traverse more than two multiple hops, header
compression become inefficient.
7.6 Conclusion
In this chapter the energy efficient packet size is estimated for WLAN VoIP considering
FEC and compression methods. While estimating the energy efficiency PER and delay
is also considered to maintain standard QoS. It is found that FEC method is not an
energy efficient method as it includes high overhead with VoIP packet. On the other
hand compression is revealed as an energy efficient method for the single hop network
and for the multi-hop network. But for the multi-hop network whenever the packet size
is traversed between two hops due to the increasing packet loss and delay, compression
becomes an inefficient system. Hence, to improve the energy efficiency by optimizing the
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packet size for ad hoc network for the VoIP service is very limited.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
Efficient usage of energy is a desired need to extend the service time of wireless devices.
Driven by this challenge, optimal packet size is proposed to increase energy efficiency.
Optimal packet size increases the energy efficiency. But this efficiency depends on various
parameters such as: channel condition, number of nodes and hops, and applications etc.
Hence, it is not possible to estimate a fixed optimal packet size for different scenarios.
This research analysed diverse ad hoc network scenarios and constraints to estimate
the energy efficient optimal packet size for: fixed and time varying channel condition,
single hop and multi-hop, QoS sensitive and delay tolerant applications, FEC and com-
pression methods etc.
8.1 Conclusions
Without considering any specific circumstances MTU is the optimal packet size. But
wireless channel condition might fluctuate and consequently the optimal packet size also
changes. Hence, for a time variable channel, instead of a fixed optimal packet size a
range of packet size would be more energy efficient.
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There is no fixed optimal packet size solution for different scenarios. In the noisy
channel, larger packet size have high packet loss rate, as a result smaller packet sizes
have higher energy efficiency. However, small optimal packet size have higher overhead.
Hence, the use of compression methods is studied in this thesis. Analysis shows that
after using compression, efficiency improves 8% and overhead reduces from 24% to 16.5%
in the optimal packet size (see figure 5.13). If header and payload are both compressed
this can provide a further reduction in overhead 7.7%. Therefore, we suggest to use
compression technique to increase energy efficiency (figure 5.15) in ad hoc networks
where noise is low.
However, the compression method is no longer an energy efficient technique for op-
timal packet size in a heavy noisy channel or in a multi-hop QoS constraint application
like VoIP. Maintaining the QoS constraints of VoIP, compression remains energy efficient
only for up to two hops. In a noisy channel multi-hop network, due to excessive packet
loss rate, error correction technique becomes more energy efficient than compression (fig-
ure 5.16). Error correction technique does not increase the energy efficiency with low
noise. But, it can can be useful to obtain highly reliable channel (see figure 5.5). If
FEC is only adopted at the source and destination nodes, this would give higher energy
efficiency (see figure 5.8).
However, FEC is completely inefficient for VoIP. After maintaining the VoIP and
FEC constraints, it is observed that energy efficiency becomes very low (see figure 7.7
and 7.4). Therefore, it should not be used for VoIP.
Table 8-A demonstrates a summary of various results from this thesis. It shows our
experiments and results of optimal packet size in different scenarios. From our analysis
it is found that in a good channel condition MTU is the optimal packet size, except for
the VoIP. In an average channel condition also MTU is a good option, however not for
the time variable channel condition. If FEC is used then energy efficiency becomes even
lower. Most variation of optimal packet size occurs in a noisy channel condition. One
observation from these results is, if the transmitted packet size is capped between 300
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Table 8-A: Optimal Packet Size Estimation Results in Different Scenarios
Scenarios Channel Condition Efficincy
Good Average Noisy Range
In General MTU MTU 359B 58%-90%
Time Variable MTU 540B 380B 60%-81%
Congested MTU MTU 300B 30%-45%
FEC MTU 592B 336B 45%-52%
Compression MTU MTU 713B 63%-90%
VoIP 240B 240B - 50%-73%
bytes to MTU, 30% to 90% energy efficiency can be achieved.
8.2 Summary
This chapter draws the conclusions based on the studies presented in previous chapters,
mainly
• FEC is not an energy efficient approach for the wireless VoIP since it adds huge
overhead after considering all the constrains of using FEC and VoIP CODEC (see
chapter 7).
• However, FEC is an energy efficient method whenever packet loss rate becomes
extremely high. For an instance, large multi-hop network communication or to
transmit larger packet sizes in the noisy channel (chapter 5). By using FEC large
number of hops can be traversed maintaining very low packet error rate without
degrading the efficiency.
• To reduce the overhead of the packet size compression method is analysed in chap-
ter 5. In contrast to FEC, the compression is revealed as an efficient approach in
terms of energy and QoS.
• In chapter 6 in a congested channel with multiple source nodes, it is found that
optimal packet size does not have direct impact on the packet collision.
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Table 8-B: Optimal Packet Size Estimation Overview in Different Network Scenarios
Optimal Packet Size (OPS) Single Multi-hop Multi-Source
Energy Efficiency Only OPS High Low Low
FEC & OPS Low High Low
Comp & OPS Very High Low High
PLR (Packet Loss Rate) Only OPS Low High High
FEC & OPS Very Low Very Low Low
Comp & OPS Low High High
Delay Only OPS Low High High
FEC & OPS High Very High High
Comp & OPS High Very High High
In table 8-B optimal packet size estimation overview is shown for different network
scenarios. Here, Comp represents the compression method and OPS means optimal
packet size. From this table network operator can choose the best method or technique
according to the requirements.
8.2.1 Contributions
To estimate energy efficient optimal packet size, two important parameters are overhead
and packet loss. To reduce the packet loss rate FEC has been proposed by many re-
searchers. But overhead also imposes extra cost which reduces the optimal packet size
and energy efficiency.
• In this research compression method is applied along with optimal packet size
to reduce overhead and improve energy efficiency. This is the first attempt to
estimate the energy efficient optimal packet size for diverse range of scenarios
considering compression. Energy efficient optimal packet size is investigated and
compared considering header compression, header and payload compression, then
compression and FEC in combine.
• Another contribution is optimal packet size is estimated for the WLAN VoIP.
Before this, many research has been done for the VoIP considering QoS but energy
efficient optimal packet size has not been analysed before for VoIP.
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Moreover, on the way of doing the experiments and estimating the energy efficient
optimal packet size some equations are formed and techniques are generated. For an
example,
• Energy efficiency estimation metric is derived from the main packet size estimation
metric to estimate energy efficiency for the MTU packet size fragmentation. Our
analysis investigates the larger optimal packet size more than MTU and its impact
on energy efficiency.
• Also, for time varying channel condition Markov error model is taken into con-
sideration to estimate the optimal packet size. One interesting result found that
without using dynamic packet size optimization, if packet size is capped between
a range, also high energy efficiency can be achieved.
• For congested channel with multiple source node, to estimate an optimal packet size
a distinct and completely unique approach PER and packet collision intersection
is shown. This technique can be used as an alternative to estimate the optimal
packet size for congested channel.
• In our research optimal packet size, FEC and compression these three methods
are analysed and compared for different ad hoc networking scenarios. Hence, our
analysis can be used to help the network designer or administrator to determine
the suitable techniques according to specific network scenarios and requirements.
8.3 Future Work
Based on the work presented in this thesis, the possible future research directions can
be summarized in following areas:
• Since optimal packet size becomes different in different network condition and
scenarios. Dynamic packet size optimization is the future interest of this research.
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Dynamic packet size adaption technique has been proposed before. However, there
are still room for improvement considering compression, FEC, various channel
condition and application oriented packet size optimization such as considering
VoIP.
• In the real scenario the bit error rate can change according to time. In this research
the energy efficiency estimated for fixed bit error rate. This research could be
illustrated for variable error rates, variable channel condition and dynamic packet
size adaptation during runtime.
Appendix A
Simulation Methodology
Simulation is a prototype or model that mimics the operation of proposed systems.
Simulations enable us to analyze or visualize the impact of experiments in a controlled
and repeatable environment without real-time implementation. Most of the wireless
network performance measurements have been done before by using the simulation tools.
A few simulators have been broadly used in the wireless network research community,
such as: NS-2 [KK07], OPNET [Cha99], GloMoSim [ZBG98], OMNeT++ [Var01] etc.
But among all these popular network simulators specifically NS-2 is chosen because of
the following reasons:
1. Since this research is about the optimal packet size estimation for the ad hoc
networks, it is crucial to change the packet size frequently during the simulation.
With the NS-2 simulator, packet size defining policy is straightforward and can be
changed during the simulation runtime.
2. The error model of NS-2 can characterize the bursty packet loss behavior of noisy
channel. Bit Error Rate (BER) or Packet Error Rate (PER) follows the theoretical
equations according to the estimation given in chapter 3. Also it has time variable
noisy channel model to set up Gilbert-Elliot channel.
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3. It has built in FEC module and this module follows the same formula which is
expressed in our chapter 2.3 as reliability.
4. The topology design, connection between the nodes, traffic pattern settings, WLAN
set up etc is fairly easy. Moreover, NS-2 (version 2.34) has the built-in WiFi settings
(IEEE 802.11 standard MAC and PHY layer) and Zigbee settings module to do
the necessary simulation for WLAN.
5. The built in energy model of NS-2 can be used to estimate the energy consumption
of particular node as well whole network.
However, it has some drawbacks too, for an example
• Installation process is quite complex and time consuming
• Documentation is often limited and source code customization is difficult
• Lack of simulation output files analyzing tools. To extract the simulation results,
the simulation trace file need to be parsed with either other programming languages
(awk, perl, excel etc) or manually.
But considering pros and cons, NS-2 is appeared to us the most favorable tool for doing
simulation for this research. A brief description of NS-2 focusing our research is given
in the following sections.
A.1 Network Simulator-2 (NS-2)
Network Simulator (version 2) widely known as NS-2 [IH08] is one of the most pop-
ular open source simulator which is used for performance analysis of various networks
(wired, wireless). It’s a discrete event simulator originally developed in 1995 at Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory at the University of California, as part of the Virtual Inter Net-
work Testbed (VINT) project. The Monarch project at Carnegie Mellon University has
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extended the NS-2 in 2004. They have added the WLAN functionality for NS-2 also in-
troduced the nodes’ mobility and realistic OSI layer for wireless network. NS-2 simulator
is written in C++ which is the core engine and uses OTcl, an object oriented version of
Tcl language for command, configuration and simulation scripts. By using OTcl scripts
one can easily set up network topologies, nodes’ configuration, traffic pattern etc.
The reasons of using two languages are, both have their own advantages. C++ is slow
to change but fast to run. OTcl is slow to run but easy to change. To compromise and
work efficiently with these two different behaviors NS-2 offers an excellent combination
of these two languages.
A.1.1 Simulation Process
The simulation is processed mainly in four steps. At first the simulation and parameter
settings are described in a Tcl script. Then simulation is run and outputs are generated
in the trace file. After that the trace file is analyzed with other programming languages.
A framework of NS-2 simulator is given in figure 1.1. The results of the simulation
is written in a trace file for every millisecond containing details information about the
nodes’ behavior (e.g. node id, position coordinate, packet size, traffic pattern etc).
Table 1-A shows the different parameter specifications of a trace file. By processing this
trace file (by using awk, perl etc) delay, throughput, packet loss, energy level, routing
overhead etc are monitored. There is also a graphical interface called network animator
(NAM) to visualize the simulation. NAM shows the packet propagation within the
network with nodes movement (if the nodes are mobile), packet loss and display an
overall sketch of the simulation.
A.1.2 NS-2 Energy Model
Energy model of NS-2 can keep track of radio energy consumption of the nodes. The
energy model considers only four energy cost Transmit, Receive, Idle and Sleep states.
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Table 1-A: NS-2 trace format different fields’ specifications of the trace file
Event Information Specifications Tag
Event Type Send, Receive, drop, forward S, R, D,F
Time Packet transmission time in milliseconds -t
Source and destination Id Source node Id and Destination node Id -Hs , -Hd
Current Node ID Intermediate node Id -Ni
Nodes Position X, Y, Z coordinate -Nx, -Ny, -Nz
Nodes Energy Nodes Energy level -Ne
Trace Level Router, Agent or MAC trace -Nl
Reasons of packet drop Queue full, TTL, MAC Error etc -Nw
Packet Information IP Level Packet type, size, TTL, flow Id etc -Is,-It, -If, -Iv
Packet info MAC level Ethernet address, type etc -Ma, -Mt
Packet Info level TCP, UDP, DSR, DSDV, AODV etc -Po,-Ps, -Pp etc
Tcl
Script
NAM 
Animator
Channel 
in good 
state
Channel 
in bad 
state
ggp bbp
ggp1
bbp1
Simulation 
Objects
Simulation 
Objects
C++ OTcl
Shell Executable Command (ns)
Trace Files
Figure 1.1: Framework of NS-2 simulation
Whenever the radio state changes, it updates the energy model by subtracting the ap-
propriate amount of energy from the previous state. It provides interface to put radio
into sleep state, wake it up also considers nodes transition energy (sleep to wake up and
vice versa) consumption [KK07]. But NS-2 does not consider any processing energy cost.
For an example it does not include decoding energy for error correction.
A.1.3 NS-2 Error Model
NS-2 imposes error on packet transmission by using its’ error module. This module
simulates packet error after receiving a packet. If the packet is simulated as an error
packet either the packet is dropped or marked the error flag of the packet as a corrupted
packet and forward it to its destination. Error model can be used for wired and wireless
networks both. Errors can be generated randomly in a controlled way by only defining
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rate_
(1): [0, rate_] (2): [rate_, 1]
0 1
Figure 1.2: Bernoulli distribution for uniform random error of NS-2
the error rate [KK07] and error unit in the simulation (Tcl) script. The user only needs
to describe the error procedure in Tcl code in the simulation scripts. An example is
given in the appendix. How the simulator code works with the BER and drops packets
is explained in the appendix in detail.
The Bit Error Rate (BER) is defined in the Tcl simulation script. The simulator
drops packets according to the defined BER. According to the error rate defined in the
simulation script, the simulator creates Bernoulli distribution with uniform random vari-
able. The random variable values remain within 0 to 1. If (u) is considered as a random
variable between 0 and 1 then packet is marked according to the following statements
1. If (u < PER)
2. return 1; (error).
3. else
4. return 0; (correct).
If every point within the range of 0 and 1 is picked with equal probability. The ra-
tio will be 1:(1+2) which is basically PER:1 (see Figure 1.2). For corrupting the bits
within a packet NS-2 uses the following formula:
var[m] =
 size
i
 bi(1− b)size−i (A.1)
Where size is the total packet size, m is the iteration loop variable and b is the bit error
rate. If (var[0] ≥ u) only that time no bit error will happen because error function will
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return the value i = 0 which means no error. Otherwise for every cases (var[1], var[2]
etc) if (var[1] ≥ u) or (var[2] ≥ u) packets are marked as corrupted. Only difference is
when i = 1, only one bit is in error, while i = 2 two bits are error within a packet and
so on. From the trace file only the number of packet loss and the reason of packet drop
can be recorded.
The bit error count is only necessary for the simulator for the error correction process.
Because in the error correction process the maximum error correction strength needs to
be defined (see chapter 2.3). It determines how many numbers of bits can be corrected
within a corrupted packet.
The PER can be estimated from the trace file by calculating the ratio between drop
and sent packets. In this thesis the simulated PER is estimated just like the description
above for different experiments and after that it is compared with the theoretical PER.
A.2 Simulation Strategy of this Research
The energy efficient optimal packet size estimation simulation starts with simplest ad
hoc network scenario. Only two nodes are within their transmission range and communi-
cating with each other. The channel condition is very good; there is not any packet loss.
One node is transmitting data on a particular time frame and other node remains silent.
The communication continues for certain time period in a vice versa manner. After
that the experiments are extended for the noisy channel. Then time variable channel is
introduced. Next, the error correction and compression methods are analyzed. Also the
impact of multi-hop linear chain topology and multiple source topology networks over
the packet size is investigated (see section 1.5 and chapter 6 section 6.5).
Since energy efficiency can not be estimated from NS2 simulator directly. Energy is
estimated and compared with the numerical model in chapter 6. At the beginning sim-
ulation results are compared with the numerical packet error rate only for fixed channel
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Table 1-B: Parameters Settings for the simulation
Simulator NS-2 Version 2.34
Network Size 1000m x 1000m
Number of Nodes Variable
Duration 10,000s
Signal Propagation model Two Ray Ground
Physical Layer Max Transition Range 250m
Antenna Model Omni Antenna
Mac Layer MAC protocol 802.11
Link Bandwidth (data Rate, RTS/CTS) 1Mb, 1Mb (by default)
Date Rate 20 Kb
Traffic Model Traffic Type Poisson, UDP
Traffic Interval Rate Variable
MTU size 1000 byte (default)
Queue Type Drop Tail/PriQueue
Size 50 (default)
condition with two nodes, one source. Then simulation results are also compared with
variable noisy channel. In chapter 4, 5 and 7 simulation results are compared considering
packet error rates assuming simple broadcasting communication protocol. Then consid-
ering multiple source and multiple hops for particular technology IEEE 802.11 results
are plotted in chapter 6.
A.2.1 Parameter Settings
Most of the parameters used in our simulation are default parameter settings of NS-2.
Some of the default parameter settings are shown in table 1-B. The packet size, network
topology and channel condition are changed to investigate the packet drop of different
packet sizes frequently. Except this the other configuration remains the same most of
the time for the entire simulation such as: UDP traffic, data rate, bandwidth, source
type (Poisson) remains the same.
Detail example of simulation scripts and configuration are shown in the appendix
with comments. During the simulation, trace files generate. By using a variety of scripts
(e.g. perl, awk, shell etc), the trace files are processed. Further analysis is done with
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Figure 1.3: For different BER theoretical PER and simulated PER is compared
Matlab or Microsoft Excel to produce the charts shown in this report. In figure 1.3 for
different BER the theoretical PER and simulated PER is shown with error bar. This
figure shows that with constant data rate, PER does not varies much compared with the
simulated results.
After that packet error is estimated for different types of traffic with average data
rate 20Kb/sec. From figure 1.4 it is observed that using different traffic pattern does
not vary the average packet error rate theoretically with simulation results. From the
experiments it is found that theoretical error rates matches with the simulation results
with low error bar. It is also revealed that for the low average data rate theoretical PER
and simulated PER remains almost same for various traffic flow.
Simulation is also done for the multi-hop linear chain scenario. Two nodes are at the
edge and in the middle of the two nodes there is another node. The edge node are outside
the transmission range of each other. Hence, the middle node act as an intermediate
data forwarding nodes in between the two nodes (source and destination). It works as
a router for packet forwarding. In a noisy wireless channel environment, the PER of a
multi-hop linear chain network follows the equation (3.15) of chapter 4.
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Figure 1.4: Theoretical PER and simulated PER comparison with different traffic flow
The simulation is run for various packet size and took the average values for the sent
packets, received packets and packet loss rate. In the simulation packet loss can only
happen because of the error packet. From the simulation results it is found that for
various packet size the packet error rate follows the multi-hop equation (3.15). For the
multi-hop topology the error rate is compared with figure 1.5. It is found that NS-2
results also matches with the theoretical results for the multi-hop linear chain topology
network.
A.3 Conclusion
This chapter specifies particularly why the NS-2 simulator is chosen for this research. The
advantages and disadvantages of NS-2 are described. The NS-2 architecture, working
framework, simulation procedure is illustrated in brief. Also the error module and energy
module of NS-2 are extended in two different sections. After that simulation procedure
and parameter setting are expressed for this research. Finally, some results from the
simulator error module is compared with the theoretical error formula for single hop,
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Figure 1.5: Theoretical PER and simulated PER comparison in the multi-hop linear
chain topology when BER=10−4
multi-hop and different types of traffic sources. It shows that the theoretical packet
error rate matches with the simulation results. The deviations between the results are
very low which proves that the simulated results are fairly accurate and comparable.
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